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Interest inMicro Air Vehicles (MAVs) has increased in recent years. The ability of
small craft to fly covert surveillance missions or carry some other sensory payload while
providing real-time information has sparked the growth of research in the field. The
Rochester Institute ofTechnology has the capacity to facilitate MAV research. RIT's
subsonic wind tunnel is capable ofobtaining the low-speed flow to obtain the testing
Reynolds numbers of75,000 to 200,000. This research focused on the repair work of the
longitudinal piezoelectric load cell balance. The balance had not been maintained properly
and needed many repairs. Once modifications to the balance were completed, numerous
validation checks were conducted. Validation tests for static data included a flat plate and
the Eppler-212 airfoil. Validation tests for dynamic data included the LRN1007 airfoil.
Multiple tests were conducted to check the repeatability ofdata. After the functionality of
the balance had been validated, a preliminary investigation into the effects ofwinglet span
and chord length was conducted. Winglets have been shown to increase the lift performance
ofMAVs, but their effect on stall had not been investigated. A modified inverse Zimmerman
planform was used for winglet testing. Planform airfoils tested included a flat plate, the
GOE417a, and the S5020. The tested Reynolds numbers were 75,000, 100,000, and 125,000.
The results show that winglet A, which covered the entire wingtip and had a three centimeter
span, had the highest lift and drag compared to the other winglet and no winglet
configurations. Winglet A also consistently stalled before the other configurations. Tests
also showed that the stall angle generally increased as the winglet chord length decreased.
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Nomenclature
a, b, c, d = Balance Dimensions
AR = Aspect Ratio
bc = Center Section Span
bsc, Ssc = Constants in Sutherland Correlation
bw = Wing Span
*--lsp Wsp, ^3sp, Wsp
= Combined Load Cell Constants
Cctc
= Center Section Chord
CD = Coefficient ofDrag
Cl = Coefficient ofLift
Cm = Pitching Moment Coefficient
Cmac








K = Balance Interaction CalibrationMatrix
K"1
= Inverse Balance Interaction CalibrationMatrix
Kx,y
= Element (x,y) of the KMatrix
KX_y
= Element (x,y) ofthe Inverse KMatrix
L,D,M = Calibrated Lift, Drag, PitchingMoment
LA, DA, Ma
= Applied Force Values
Lr, Dr, Mr
= Read Force Measurements
m






= Reference Pressure for Air Velocity Transmitter
R = Universal Gas Constant for Air
Rec = Chord-Based Reynolds Number
S = Planform Area
St = Strouhal Number




Um = Measured Free Stream Velocity
Uo, = True Free Stream Velocity
Ve = Load Cell Excitation Voltage
Ve,
= Load Cell Excitation Voltage forMassing
y
= Generic Variable Defined for Each Use
Xi,X2, X3, X4
= Un-calibrated Load Cell Measurements
xi,m, X2,m, X3jm, X4>m
= Un-calibrated Load Cell Measurements forMassing
xu, X2f, X36 X4f
= Load Cell Force Output
Xi^, X2sens, X3sens, X4sens
= Load Cell Sensitivity Constants
Xitri, X2tli, X3,ri, Xitri
= Tripod Calibration Values
a




= Angle-of-Attack due to Mounting Object to Sting
u
= Free Stream Dynamic Viscosity
Free Stream Air Density
1 Introduction
1.1 Micro Air Vehicle Overview
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) became interested in
Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) due to their military applications. DARPA defined aMicro Air
Vehicle as an airplane with no linear dimension greater than 15 centimeters (Office ofthe
Secretary ofDefense, 2001). This maximum linear dimension meant that the MAVs would
be flying in a low Reynolds number flight regime. The flight regime, including Reynolds
number ofabout 50,000 to 200,000 (Mueller and DeLaurier, 2001), is at the lesser studied
end ofReynolds numbers for flight. A plethora ofresearch has been devoted to high
Reynolds number flow, which is characterized by a Reynolds number greater than IxlO6.
The flow regime ofMAVs has gained much more research attention in recent years.
Defense agencies as well as civilian agencies were impressed with the
MAVs'
ability
to attach sensors to the flying vehicle that could monitor forest fires, observe traffic jams, aid
in search and rescue efforts, detect toxic agents in the air, and other possibilities. The utility
ofthe MAV could be demonstrated by obtaining real-time data by a relatively inexpensive
vehicle while not endangering human life.
Walter (2004) constructed a load cell balance to assist the Micro Air Vehicle team at
RIT since other balances were incapable ofmeasuring expected forces on the MAV. The
balance was specifically designed forMicro Air Vehicle purposes and was able to measure
the small aerodynamic loads inherent to the miniature vehicles. Shreve (2005) further
developed the load cell balance to be able to obtain dynamic instabilities ofMAVs. With the
ability ofthis balance to obtain lift and drag data, as well as find dynamic instabilities, much
of the trial-and-error flight testing could be replaced by laboratory testing, resulting in an
overall time savings as well as prevent costly equipment from being damaged during testing.
1.2 Winglet Motivation
As previously stated, Micro Air Vehicles are defined by the maximum linear
dimension ofthe vehicle. An additional requirement includes carrying a payload for upwards
of30 minutes while flying at a cruising speed upwards of30 meters per second and provide
live data feed back to home base. These requirements result in an airplane that often flies at
a high angle-of-attack to obtain the required lift. However, high angles-of-attack produces a
large induced drag. Studies have shown winglets to be an effective tool for reducing induced
drag ofan aircraft traveling at near sonic speeds (Whitcomb, 1976; Maughmer, et al, 2001).
Latek (2001) conducted the only known experimental research ofendplate winglets
onMicro Air Vehicles. He investigated the effects that various sized and shaped winglets had
on the lift and drag ofthe model. Mottinen (2004) reported that Latek's drag values were
approximately 35 % too high due to sting influences not being considered. Mottinen
attempted to computationallymodel Latek's experiments, but due to the aforementioned
problem with Latek's data, a direct comparison was not justified.
Mottinen was able to correct Latek's data to allow for a qualitative comparison
between the computermodel and experimental data. Latek, however, was unable to measure
angles-of-attack greater than
10
in some cases, prohibiting studying the effects ofwinglets
on stall. Micro Air Vehicles typically fly atmoderate to high angles-of-attack, which could
be in excess of
10
for large payloads. MAVs fly at relatively low speeds and wind gusts
could cause the vehicle to reach stall conditions. The close proximity to the ground as well
as possible use in an urban environment results in the possibility ofsuch gusts. Therefore,
knowledge ofthe effects winglets have on stall would prove useful for the designer ofa
Micro Air Vehicle.
1.3 Research Objectives
Prior to this thesis, the balance had been used, disassembled, and reassembled many
times by various people and groups for research or instructional purposes. Initial testing for
this thesis showed the balance required an extensive amount ofwork to be used forMAV
research. The main objective ofthis thesis was to make all necessary repairs and
modifications to the balance such that, upon completion ofall repairs, the balance retained
the full functionality it exhibited at the end ofShreve's (2005) work. As there was no budget
allotted for the required repairs, workwas required to reuse parts or fabricate new parts from
scrap metal. New material was to be purchased only when no alternative was available.
After the successful completion ofthe balance modifications, a series ofvalidation
checks were required to show the balance had retained complete functionality. Tests were
conducted using number ofmodels to validate the balance's static and dynamic data results.
A detailed investigation into the uncertainty of the balance measurement and all resulting
calculations was also conducted.
With a successful validation of the balance, a preliminary study into the design of
endplate winglets was conducted. Three separate planform airfoils: flat plate, S5020 and
GOE417a, were tested at three separate Reynolds numbers: 75,000, 100,000, and 125,000.
The planform used was a modified inverse Zimmerman planformwith an aspect ratio of
approximately 1.78. A total ofsix winglet
configurations were tested, including a
configuration without winglets, per airfoil per Reynolds number. The testing focused on the
effects ofwinglet chord and span on the stall and near stall of the wing.
2 Literature Review
2.1 GeneralMicro AirVehicle Information
Micro Air Vehicles have generated interest in both the military and civilian sectors in
the past ten to fifteen years. A large driving force forMicro Air Vehicle (MAV) research is
the desire to keep people out ofharms way. The U. S. military envisions the ability ofa field
soldier to transport, launch, fly, and retrieve the small airplane. The MAV would be
equipped with a camera that provides real-time video so that the soldier can see over the next
hill without having to stand on top of it. The small vehicle size would also make detection of
the surveillance platform difficult. Military as well as civilian groups could attach chemical
or biological agent sensors to the MAV and fly it into a potentially contaminated area. The
real-time information the vehicle provides would determine how to handle the situation.
MAV uses, such as observing traffic, surveying forest fires, aiding in search and rescue, etc.
are growing in number as aerodynamic technology improves the vehicle's performance and
electronic technology makes sensors smaller and lighter.
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) defines aMicro Air
Vehicle as an airplane with no linear dimension greater than 15 centimeters (Office of the
Secretary ofDefense, 2001). The plane should have a mass no greater than 90 grams with
the ability to carry an extra 18 gram payload. Ideally theMAV will be able to to fly 20 to 30
minutes at a speed of20 meters per second while providing continuous video feed.
These flight requirements result in an operating Reynolds number ofabout 50,000 to
200,000 (Mueller and DeLaurier, 2001). Compared to high Reynolds number flow (Re >
IxlO6), little research has been devoted to the low Reynolds number flow. Multiple physical
phenomena must be taken into account to successfully design aMAV. Each physical
phenomenon, such as low Reynolds numbers, low aspect ratios, and unsteady free-stream
provide a unique set ofchallenges forMAV designers (Mottinen, 2004).
MAVs are generally classified as one ofthree types. The first classification type is
the fixed wing aircraft. Generally, the wings of fixed wing aircraft are immobile, but
prototypes that have used flexible wing surfaces or planes which have used the entire wing as
a control surface are usually considered fixed-wing aircraft as well. The next classification
group are flapping wing MAVs known as ornithopters. Ornithopters have a propulsion
system that mimics birds and insects. The last group ofMAVs is similar to helicopters and
uses a rotating wheel for propulsion. This study focuses on the fixed-wingMAVs.
At low Reynolds numbers, traditional lift theory fails to accurately predict
performance. Eppler's computer code (Eppler and Somers, 1980), useful for high Reynolds
number analysis, proved invalid for low Reynolds number research because the code could
not accurately model the separation bubble and flow re-attachment (Carmichael, 1981). The
Naval Research Facility has been the site ofmost of the limited number ofcomputational
studies on fixed wing Micro Air Vehicles (Ramamurti, et al, 2000; Ramamurti and Sandberg,
2001). Some studies also included flexible wingMAVs (Lian, et al, 2003) and flexible wing
MAVs with endplates (Viieru, et al, 2003). Mottinen (2004) suggested, however, that
because the various inviscid, laminar, and turbulent flow-field techniques used by Lian and
Viieru resulted in appreciably different results, the methods could not provide an accurate
estimate ofperformance.
Despite problems with accuracy ofcomputer models, designers still use optimization
programs to help initial design of theMAVs. One problemwith optimization functions is
that the available data for MAVs is incomplete. Gradient based optimization programs
tended to settle on a locally optimized variable rather than a globally optimized value. This
led to poor optimization results (Ng, 2002). Morris (1997), Rais-Rohani and Hicks (1999),
andNg (2002) used the genetic algorithms in an attempt to solve the optimization problem.
The optimization byNg was the most significant for this research as it was the first to include
winglet height as a design parameter. The winglet had a chord length equal to the that ofthe
wing tip. The optimization programs, however, did not take into account viscous effects and
should not be used for a comparison between winglets.
Mottinen (2004) conducted a computational study on the effects ofwinglets on the
performance ofaMicro Air Vehicle. This study was conducted using the compressible flow
solver Cobalt (Strang, et al, 1999). The main objective ofthe studywas to investigate the
change in induced drag resulting from the effects ofvarious winglets. A more in-depth
discussion ofthis work is presented later in this chapter.
As computational tools for low Reynolds number flow have not been advanced to the
same point as high Reynolds number flows at the time of this writing, mostMicro Air
Vehicle aerodynamic research has been experimental. The design ofaMAV proved to be a
useful class or club project, andmany academic institutes such as Notre Dame, University of
Florida, Brigham Young University, Arizona State University, and the Rochester Institute of
Technology currently have programs researchingMicro Air Vehicles. These universities, as
well as many more, participate in an annual internationalMAV competition. The
competition aims at expanding the general knowledge and improving the technology ofthe
aerodynamics and avionics ofthe MAV.
Selig, among the most noted and referenced researchers ofMAV-related
aerodynamics, conducted extensive experimental studies into the 2-dimensional flow about
many airfoils (et al, 1995, 1996, and 1998). These data sources are often referenced for
airfoil design oftheMAV. Selig is the main contributor of2-dimensional experimental
airfoil data at the low Reynolds numbers applicable toMAVs.
Viscous effects play a dominant role in the aerodynamic forces acting upon the MAV.
Moreover, studies have focused on the laminar separation bubbles that develop at the leading
and trailing edges. Mueller and Batill (1982) experimented with the use of surface roughness
on an airfoil. The grit location was approximately at 6% ofthe chord, on both upper and
lower surfaces. Using double sided tape, Mueller applied various grit sizes to a smooth
NACA 663-OI8 airfoil. Experimental Reynolds numbers for this study ranged from 40,000
to 400,000. They found that roughness on the leading edge resulted in an increased lift-curve
slope, but stalled before and at a lowermaximum coefficient of lift value than the smooth
airfoil due to the formation ofa leading-edge separation bubble. They also stated that at
these low Reynolds numbers, the separation bubble was highly sensitive to leading-edge
geometry. Braslow (1985) also noted that the surface quality is a contributing factor to the
size and length of the separation bubble.
Bloch andMueller (1986) continued to research the effect of surface roughness.
They evaluated the effects ofdistributed roughness placed to the leading edge of the airfoil or
at the suction peak. The roughness was applied to aWortmann FX 63-137 airfoil. They
tested Reynolds numbers in the range of80,000 to 200,000. Bloch determined that
distributed roughness did not affect the zero-lift angle for either grit location; however,
moment, stall, hysteresis loop and drag were affected. They found that trailing edge
separation was prematurely induced with leading edge surface roughness, but roughness
placed at the suction peak prevented trailing edge separation until the separation bubble
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burst. In addition, Bloch found that leading edge roughness increased the trailing edge stall,
which increased the burst angle-of-attack where a sudden loss of lift was experienced.
Conversely, suction peak roughness eliminated the gradual stall ofthe airfoil and caused a
sharp leading edge stall.
Other research has focused on the aerodynamics of low aspect planforms. Torres and
Mueller (2001, 2004) conducted numerous tests ofvariously shaped planforms with aspect
ratios of0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. Torres tested planforms, which included rectangular planforms and
inverse Zimmerman planforms, among others. Testing Reynolds numbers ranged from
70,000 to 200,000. Torres showed that the stall angle for the inverse Zimmerman planform
with an aspect ratio of2.0 was approximately 13 degrees for a Reynolds number of 100,000.
Stall angle also increased as the aspect ratio decreased. The same trend was observed for
each planform tested.
Lombardi and Skinner (2005) experimentally found vorticity maps on aNACA 0012
half-
wing model with a 0.7 meter half-span. It had an aspect ratio of5.7 and was unswept.
Testing speed ranged from 3 to 33 meters per second with corresponding Reynolds numbers
of50,000 to 550,000. Tested angles ofattack include 8 degrees and 12 degrees. They found
that the roll-up phase of the wing-tip vortex was complete about 0.5 chords downstream from
the trailing edge. Their work also shows that a double-core vortex structure forms, but will
merge into a single structure and that the spanwise position of the primary vortex varies as
the square root ofthe streamwise distance.
2.2 Winglet Review
Experimental research into the use ofwinglets beganwithNagel (1924) in Germany.
He tested the effects ofvariously sized and shaped winglets on wings with aspect ratios 8/3
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and 4/3. He found that the increase in drag due to skin friction was smaller than the decrease
in induced drag with the addition ofend plates.
Reid (1925) experimented with winglets on aNACA 73 profile wing with an aspect
ratio of6. Reid found that winglets did not improve the airfoil's characteristics for values of
the lift coefficient that were less than three-tenths the maximum lift coefficient. Coefficients
of lift that were above three-tenths maximum lift coefficient experienced a reduction in
induced drag. Also, the lift-curve slope increased with the addition ofwinglets. He noted
that the vertical winglets were equivalent to a reduction in wing span.
Hemke (1927) derived a formula for calculating the induced drag ofmonoplanes and
biplanes with end plates as well as approximately calculating the frictional drag increase due
to end plates. He then compared his formula to the experimental work ofNagel and Reid.
Hemke's derived formula agreed qualitativelywith the experimental work. He found a
greater reduction in induced drag as the aspect ratio decreased. In addition, he noted that the
size, shape and location of the winglets affected the reduction of induced drag. He also
found that end plates covering the entire wing tip were most effective. This conclusion,
however, may have been achieved because he did not take the pressure drag ofthe end plate
into account. Air will flow around the wing tips due to the wing tip vortices, creating a local
flow with a velocity component parallel to the span of the wing (Mottinen, 2004).
Whitcomb (1976) later showed that winglets which cover only a part of the tip were
more effective than winglets covering the whole tip. Whitcomb investigated the effects of
winglet size, shape, airfoil, incidence, twist, cant angle, etc. for high subsonic flight.
Whitcomb's conclusions were later confirmed by Heyson (et al, 1977). Whitcomb's work
spurred the first jets and the first production aircraft to use winglets on the Gates Learjet 28
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and 29. The Learjet had an improved overall performance and fuel efficiency (Reynolds,
1979).
Computational work using winglets for transonic flow was performed by Rosen
(1984). His model agreed with experimental wind tunnel tests as well as flight tests. This
agreement is likely due to the minimal viscous effects at the high flow speeds. His approach
would not be applicable to low-speed scenarios due to the dominance ofthe viscous
interactions during flight. Schmitt and Destarac (1998) also performed computation studies
ofwinglets for transonic flow. Their study does not account for viscous effects and cannot
be applied to the low Reynolds number flow in whichMAVs operate.
Maughmer (et al, 2001) conducted a design and verification process on winglets for
high-performance, low-speed sailplanes. The sailplanes could have an aspect ratio in excess
of65 and have Reynolds numbers in the range of2.4 x
IO5
to 1 x IO6. Although
experimental results were in agreement with computational results, the applied methods can
not be used forMAV work. The sailplanes operate at a Reynolds number where viscous
effects do not dominate the flow. Computational methods included the use ofXFOIL (Drela,
1989), which is a 2-dimensional inviscid flow solver. He noted, however, that poorly
designed winglets can degrade the performance ofthe sailplane and that a winglet had to be
optimized for a specific wing.
Gerontakos and Lee (2006) experimentally determined the effect ofwinglet dihedral
on the wing tip vortex. The study used aNACA 00 1 5 section with a wing semi-span of 5 1
cm, aspect ratio of3.654 and taper ratio of0.375. The winglet studied was also aNACA
0015 airfoil and had a span of6.24 cm, aspect ratio of 1.08 and taper ratio of0.518.
Dihedrals tested ranged from
+20
to where a dihedral angle of
0
was a wing extension.
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Their work showed that the wing-tip vortex was strongest with a dihedral angle of0. They
also found that the negative winglet dihedral was more effective in reducing induced drag
than the winglet ofpositive dihedral.
Shelton (et al, 2006) conducted a computational investigation into the effect ofactive
multiple winglets on aerodynamic performance. Active control of the winglets would allow
for enhanced aerodynamic performance of the wing or a reduction in vibration resulting in
enhanced ride quality. An inviscid solver was used for computations. Their work showed
that the winglets could increase the range and endurance ofthe vehicle by up to 40 percent
over the baseline wing. The active control ofwinglets could also replace control surfaces
and could be used as ride enhancement devices.
Latek (2001) conducted the first experimental research into the effects ofwinglets on
Micro Air Vehicles. The experiments used an Eppler 212 airfoil profile. The planform had a
152 mm root chord, 127 mm tip chord,
18.4
leading edge and a straight trailing edge. The
wing and winglets were fabricated out ofaluminum. Tested
Reynolds numbers ranged from
6.5 x
IO4
to 2 x IO5. Various winglet designs including different winglet span, aspect ratio,
sweep angle, position, cant angle, flap angle and flap camber were tested. Latek found that
the size, shape and position of the winglets affected the performance
of the model. Poorly
designed winglets proved to degrade the performance characteristics. Latek's work will be
further discussed later in this thesis.
Mottinen (2004) conducted a computation study into the effects ofwinglets onMicro
Air Vehicles. His work and Latek's work were meant to complement each other. Mottinen
reported errors in Latek's data however. Latek did not account for the drag ofthe balance,
resulting in drag measurements that were approximately 35 percent too high. Measurements
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taken at angles ofattack less than zero were also negatively affected by the balance. For
these reasons, Mottinen could not make a direct qualitative comparison between his work and
that ofLatek.
Mottinen's computation studies included the Reynolds number of 100,000. His work
shows that when varying the chord length ofthe winglet, the best performing winglet
covered approximately 75 percent ofthe wing tip, with the winglet leading edge at the
quarter chord. The winglet had a span of 16.9 percent chord, which was the average span
tested. It should be noted that he did not test a winglet that covered the entire wing tip.
Analysis of the streamlines also showed that winglets reaching forward ofthe 50 percent
chord location block the initial roll-up of the tip-vortex, improving performance.
He then studied the effects ofwinglet span on the performance. He found that with
increased winglet height, an increase in lift and an increase in drag were measured. The lift-
to-drag ratios were largely independent of the winglet height and he concluded that it did not
have much effect on the performance of the vehicle. Finally, Mottinen found that a varied
cant angle, the angle which the winglet is attached to the wing, has an insignificant effect on
performance. It was also noted that any improvement in performance due to an outward
angled winglet also increases the maximum linear dimension, and the same performance
improvementsmay be realized by lengthening wingspan and adding a vertical winglet.
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3 Experimental Setup and Theory
3.1 RITWind Tunnel Test Facility
The experiments performed for this thesis were conducted in the RIT closed circuit
wind tunnel. The velocity range and test section size were appropriate for full-scaleMicro
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were constructed oftransparent Lexan panels. Each panel could be removed if required. A
60 Horsepower variable speed motor with 16 variable angle-of-attack fan blades drove the
flow ofair to reach sustained velocities of5 m/s to 55 m/s (16 ft/s to 180 ft/s). The tunnel
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consisted of a series of turning vanes, straightening vanes, and anti-turbulence screens for
improved flow quality. A student-designed chiller system maintained the wind tunnel air to a
1 .0 degree Celsius temperature variation from steady-state conditions.
The coordinate system, shown in Figure 3-2, is referenced for all subsequent
equations and diagrams in this work. The wind and tunnel coordinate system and the wind
reference coordinate system are the same for RIT's testing facility.
Figure 3-2 - Tunnel /Wind Reference Coordinate System (Walter, 2003)
3.2 Load Cell Balance
The load cell balance measured the aerodynamic forces on the models. Early tests in
this research showed the balance to not be functioning properly. For proper testing, the
balance required a number ofmodifications completed during an extensive overhaul. Before
the modifications were completed, a thorough understanding of the balance and its history
was required.
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3.2.1 Balance History at RIT
Within the past few years, RIT's wind tunnel lab has been upgraded to facilitate the
research ofMicro Air Vehicles. Abe (2003) constructed two mechanical balances, one
balance to measure lift and drag and a separate balance to measure pitching and rolling
moments. For a detailed description ofthe mechanical balances, the reader is referred to
Abe's work. Both balances provided excellent resolution, +/- 0.02 grams for lift and drag,
but the balances were unable to measure forces above approximately 50 grams of lift or drag.
Work done byWalter (2004) sought to modify these balances to allow expectedMAV-sized
forces, on the order of300 grams of lift, 100 grams ofdrag and a 50 gram-inch pitching
moment.
Walter succeeded in modifying the mechanical lift/drag force balance to measure the
aerodynamic forces on the MAV, but concluded that appropriate modifications to the
mechanical moment balance would be bulky and unfeasible. Walter (2004) proceeded to
construct a new balance that would measure the longitudinal forces and moment acting on a
MAV. Computer integration, robustness, accuracy, and budget were all considerations for
the final design of the balance. The final balance design which incorporates these design



















Figure 5-2 Load cell balance
Figure 3-3 - Load Cell Balance Diagram (Walter, 2004)
To confirm the balance provided accurate static data (steady state force
measurements), Walter tested an eight inch square flat plate that was 0.21 inches thick. The
plate had 5 to 1 elliptical leading and trailing edges. The collected data were then compared
to data collected by Torres and Mueller (2001). The discrete method employed by Walter
generally proved to be within 5 percent of
Torres'
data. This is a reasonable correlation
because, as Mottinen (2004) noted, experimental testing at different facilities could yield
varying results. Differences in data upwards of 40 percent have been measured at different
facilities for an Eppler 387 model (Guglielmo and Selig, 1996). At the conclusion of
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Walter's thesis, dynamic pressure, temperature and load cell readings were all collected by
computer via aNational Instruments Data Acquisition Unit and LabVIEW software.
Shreve was the next RIT graduate student to use the load cell balance. Shreve's work
(2005) included upgrading the wind tunnel facilities to allow near complete automation of
the wind tunnel and testing procedure. Shreve mounted a motor on the angle-of-attack screw
which could be controlled by computer via an external motor controller. This allowed
further automation ofthe testing process by allowing the researcher to sweep though a series
ofangles without user input outside initial setup. In addition to automating the
angle-of-
attack, he also incorporated dynamic pressure and temperature measurements as well as a
new inclinometer to measure the angle-of-attack into the data acquisition equipment.
Shreve further expanded the balance capabilities bymodifying the balance and
LabVIEW program to obtain dynamic frequency domain data. For this testing, Shreve
constructed a number ofdata filters and integrated them into the LabVIEW program.
Validation testing ofthe balance's dynamic capabilities used the LRN-1007 airfoil in near
2-
dimensional conditions. Lexan walls were installed into the test section near the wing tips to
obtain the testing conditions. The balance's dynamic capabilities were validated with the use
ofthe Strouhal number. The Strouhal number is a non-dimensional value that allows for the
comparison ofairfoil instabilities at any angle-of-attack. The results were then compared to
data produced by Broeren and Bragg (1998). The comparison between Shreve, and Broeren
and Bragg, validated the use ofthe balance in measuring dynamic instabilities (Shreve,
2005).
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3.2.2 Initial Load Cell Balance Design
Walter's load cell balance design is shown in Figure 3-3. The balance was mounted
upon a heavy, stationary mass below the wind tunnel. This mass had an adjustable arm
which could be moved via the angle-of-attack screw. The balance was connected to the base
via a bearing joint at the top ofthe mass and a pin joint on the arm ofthe mass. Linkages,
made of6061 aluminum, were student-machined in house. The linkages were constructed
such that when the angle-of-attack changed, the test object would remain in approximately
the same position in the middle of the tunnel, minimizing wall interference effects. The
balance used a rearmounted sting to help reduce the effects of the balance on the test object.
The balance used four piezoelectric load cells to measure the forces on the balance.
The load cells used were Omega LCFA Series Miniature Tension and Compression Load
Cell, commercially available through Omega Engineering, Inc. The load cells were
verticallymounted within the balance structure.
To ensure load cell 4 was integrated in a two-force member, point-to-point contact
pin joints were used at both ends of the member. These joints were critical in the design of
the balance. With the member about load cell 4 being vertical and the joints ofthe member
nearly frictionless, load cell 4 would bear a part of the lift and pitching moment loads, but not
part ofthe drag load.
The remaining three load cells were fixed in what has been called the "drag
tripod."
This grouping of load cells was solely responsible for bearing the drag load, and would also
bear part of the lift and moment loads. Note: a tripod is not theoretically necessary for
calculations. Two inline load cells would provide the same functionality as the tripod. The
inline load cells would however be extremely susceptible to side forces. The design would
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be extremely fragile and thus the more robust tripod design had been implemented (Walter,
2004). A point-to-point contact joint connected the vertical member, which included the
drag tripod, to the top bar. For a more detailed account of the balance, the reader is referred
to Walter's (2004) and Shreve's (2005) work.
3.2.3 Aerodynamic Load Calculations
Walter (2004) originally derived the aerodynamic load calculations for the load cell
balance, but the equations were in a simplified form. From the free body diagram shown in
Figure 3-4, the equations for lift, drag and pitching moment could be produced.
X2+X3
Figure 3-4 - Load Cell Balance Free Body Diagram
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The uprights were vertical, requiring lift to be a function ofthe summation ofthe four
load cell readings, Equation B-60 ofAppendix B. Drag was written as Equation B-61 . The
equation for pitching moment was similar to that as Shreve's equation, except that a term for
the height ofthe load point ofthe object had been included. This new term can be seen in
Equation B-62. Appendix B shows a detailed derivation ofall force equations and thus will
not be presented in this section.
Equation B-62, Equation B-63, and Equation B-64 were not the in the final form for
calculating aerodynamic forces. These equations did not account for the mass of the test
object nor did they account for the balance interactions described in Section 3.6.2. Equation
B-73, Equation B-77, and Equation B-81 show the final form equations for calculating lift,
drag, and pitching moment respectively. It should be noted that gravity is not included in
these force calculations and that load cell outputs have the unit ofgrams mass. Therefore,
the lift and drag force calculations result in units ofgrams and pitching moment calculations
in gram*meters.
3.3 Measurement Devices and Improvements
Analysis of testing results required variables other than the load cell outputs to be
recorded. Velocity, atmospheric pressure, temperature, and angle-of-attack measurements
were all required for data processing. This section elaborates on the methods and devices
used for acquiring this information.
The main weakness of the experimental setup was the wind tunnel speed. As
previously stated, the free streamwas driven by a 60 Horsepower variable speed motorwith
16 variable angle-of-attack blades. The wind tunnel speed controller was capable of
initiating a wind speed to go slower or faster. The device was not capable ofcontrolling a set
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velocity target and automatically adjusting the motor until the desired speed had been
reached.
Original free stream velocity measurements were completed by a pitot-static tube,
which was connected to a 10 torr pressure transducer. The differential pressure transducer
was produced by MKS Instruments, Inc. and its model number is 223BD-00010AAB. The
uncertainty in measured dynamic pressure was approximately 0.05 torr with a corresponding
uncertainty in velocity of approximately 2.0 m/s. A Dwyer Series 64 IM Air Velocity
Transmitter was installed to replace the pitot-static tube after testing for this thesis was
complete. The air velocity transmitter had an approximate uncertainty of 0.45 m/s. This
device is shown in Figure 3-5.
Figure 3-5 - Air Velocity Transmitter Display (www.dwyer-inst.com)
The air velocity transmitter was used to check the testing velocities. The free stream
speed was brought up to testing speed and velocity was recorded using
the previous setup.
The wind speed was then measured with the air velocity transmitter. A summary of the
results is shown in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1 - VelocityMeasurement Comparison











Local atmospheric pressure was obtained from theWeather Channel via
www.weather.com. The website updated at approximately 20 minute intervals, which led to
updated data used in the calculations. Correct, current atmospheric data helped assure more
accurate wind tunnel speeds.
Temperature was measured by a K-type thermocouple. The signal was routed through
a breadboard where the thermocouple was connected to anAD595 Monolithic Thermocouple
Amplifierwith Cold Junction Compensation. The amplifier was new for this research and a
functional block diagram of the amplifier is shown in Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-6 - AD595Monolithic Thermocouple AmplifierDiagram (www.analog.com)
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To keep the temperature ofthe wind tunnel constant, a water cooling chiller was
employed. This student designed chiller consisted ofa refrigerating loop, a set ofvalves and
pipes, and a series ofcopper pipes with aluminum fins. The chiller system has two
operational settings. It could operate as a closed circuit, inwhich the same water was
circulated. The main problemwith this was that the chiller could not remove as much heat as
the fan produced, which resulted in a higher system temperature. The second operating
choice for the chiller was an open circuit system. This option took in RIT's cold water,
cooled it more, then pumped the water through the copper tubes and into the drain, leaving a
lower sustained air temperature. The latter was the operating choice of the chiller for this
research. Before research began for this thesis, the heat exchanging coils were replaced for
better heat removal from the wind tunnel air.
Prior to turning on the tunnel for an experiment, the chiller ran for at least 10 minutes,
which allowed the chiller to reach near operating temperature. In addition, the tunnel was
allowed to run 10 minutes prior to the beginning of any testing to allow the free stream
temperature to reach steady state conditions.
The angle-of-attack was adjusted by a Superior Electric SLO-SYMMotor Type
M091-FD-454 Stepping Motor. The step motor was controlled by the LabVIEW program
via a Velmex VP9000 StepMotor Controller. The angle-of-attack was measured via an
Anglestar Protractor System, P/N 02160001-000. The protractor sensor was attached to the
support bar, outside the range ofthe alignment fork.
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3.4 Uncertainty inMeasurements
A list ofmeasuring devices and their uncertainties, which were used in this research,
is shown in Table 3-2. The uncertainty values came from the product specifications, or from
the device's least count.
Table 3-2 - Measurement Uncertainties
Device Measurement Uncertainty Units
Load Cells 1,4 Force Output +/- 4.5 (g)
Load Cells 2,3 Force Output +/- 2.0 (g)
Dwyer HotWire Velocity +/- 0.45 (m/s)
Thermocouple Temperature +/- 2.2 (C)
Anglestar
Inclinometer
Angle-of-attack +/- 0.5 (Deg)





Pitot Tube Dynamic Pressure +/- 6.67 (Pa)
Voltmeter Voltage +/- 0.01 (V)
The uncertainty for atmospheric pressure was approximately 0.05 inches
ofMercury.
This estimate was based on the least count supplied by www.weather.com and the refreshing
abilities ofthe website. It should be noted that the uncertainty in velocity measurement is
large. As previously discussed, the Dwyer hotwire replaced the pitot-static
tube setup.
Upon initial installation ofthe hot wire, many measurements from the pitot tube, hotwire,
and an ExtechMini Thermo-Anemometer were taken. Results ofthose measurements
showed that all three velocity measurements were within the uncertainty ofeach device.
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Based on the measurement uncertainties, uncertainties in the calculated values can be
quantified. The uncertainties for this experimental setup were calculated using a method
developed by Kline andMcClintock (1953). For this uncertainty analysis, three assumptions
were made as follows: 1) the calculated resultywas a function ofmultiple independent
variables; 2) the uncertainty value ofeach measurement was small enough such that a first-
order Taylor series expansion would provide a reasonable approximation; 3) measurement
uncertainty values behaved much like standard deviations. Independent sources oferror
would not all be ofthe same sign and the errors would not be at maximum values
simultaneously. For this reason, the uncertainties ofthe measurands were added together in a














For an in depth analysis ofall uncertainty equation derivations, the reader is referred to
Appendix B ofthis work.
3.5 Data Acquisition Set-up
The data acquisition setup was essentially that which Shreve (2005) used. ANational
Instruments PCI-MIO-15E-1 data acquisition card was employed. LabVIEW 7.1 software
was used for data acquisition, conditioning, and a limited amount ofanalysis. For greater
detail in the signal conditioning circuits, the reader is referred to Shreve's
work. The
LabVIEW program used to collect and process the measurement datawas originally created
byWalter (2004), but as stated earlier, Shreve upgraded the program
extensively. A detailed
description ofthe LabVIEW program used to collect and process the data can also be found
in Shreve's work. This was essentially the same program used in this work with some minor
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changes. First, a different thermocouple was used to measure temperature. The LabVIEW
program was edited to take temperature measurements at a set (not adjustable through the
front panel) frequency of 1000 Hz. Second, calibration numbers were changed as necessary
through the research. Lastly, slight cosmetic changes were made to parts ofthe block
diagram and front panel. These changes did not affect the flow ofdata.
Because few changes were made to Shreve's updated program, the reader is referred
to his work for a detailed description ofhow the data is collected and processed as well as
figures of the LabVIEW front panel and block diagram. A number ofpoints of interest will
instead be covered here. First, the program required a number ofmanual inputs before
testing began. These inputs include the sampling rate and the number of samples to be taken.
These values determined how often data points are collected. Excluding temperature, data
was collected for this research at a frequency of2400 Hz. The data was averaged over a ten
second interval, and recorded. Model dimensions including location of the model's loading
point distance from the front support, the loading point's height in relation to the sting, chord
length, and reference area were inputs as well. This information affected pitching moment,
Reynolds number, and coefficient calculations. The atmospheric pressure was also an input
which was used to calculate air density, velocity, Reynolds number, etc.
The angle-of-attack was controlled via the LabVIEW program. The program sent the
balance to a single angle-of-attack via the
"manual"
control. The LabVIEW program also
had a Command Line window where the user could write a program that would cause the
balance to sweep through a series ofangles for a given amount of time. This feature allowed
the testing process to be completely automated, except for velocity control, once the test had
been set up and the execute button had been pressed. Continuous velocity measurements
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were not made because the test models would block the flow enough to cause elevated
velocity measurements. Instead, velocity was recorded before the model was attached to the
balance or the aerodynamic tare began. Upon completion ofthe test or tare run, the velocity
was checked in an attempt to ensure a constant velocity for the test.
The LabVIEW program recorded the measured values of load cell voltage output,
angle-of-attack, and temperature. The program also recorded all manual inputs and many
intermediate calculations. From these recorded values and manual inputs, air density,
Reynolds number, and the pre-processed lift, drag, and pitching moment were calculated.
All manually inputted data as well as all calculated datawas stored in the specified file.
For the safety ofthe load cells, individual displays of the readings ofeach load cell
were always viewable. With these readings, meters indicated how much of the load cell's
maximum loadwas currently being experienced. Ifthe load cell were to bear 80% or more
of its maximum load, a warning light would turn on to notify the user ofthe danger. The
program also has the ability to capture dynamic data but the current research does not make
use ofthis special ability. After the balance was modified, it was tested to ensure that the
ability to obtain dynamic data was not lost. This validation is
given in Section 3.12.4.
3.6 Calibration Procedures
The load cell balance required two separate calibrations prior to testing. The first
calibration was the tripod calibration. A new tripod calibration was only needed when the
drag tripod was adjusted or disassembled. The second calibration was the balance interaction
calibration. This calibration was required for each separate sting/model combination. The
procedures used for these calibrations are described in the following sections.
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3.6.1 Tripod Calibration
During initial balance calibration,Walter (2004) discovered that when the balance
experienced a side load, lift and drag measurements were adversely affected. He concluded
that the drag tripod should be calibrated separately. To complete this calibration, a tripod
calibration plate was machined. The drag tripod was removed from the balance. With the
drag tripod vertical, the calibration plate was attached in a horizontal position. Known loads
were applied at known drilled hole locations. The adverse side loading effects were
determined and measurements were corrected. Shreve (2005) further refined this calibration
method. Shreve applied loads at the eight hole locations on the calibration plate as well as at
other locations on the plate. A table ofapplied loads and cell readings was created. The
readings were then optimized using a program described by Shreve. For the optimization
program, the specific location ofthe mass was arbitrary as long as all side loading scenarios
are equally covered. After this calibration procedure, calibration masses were once again
applied to ensure correct post calibration measurements. With the drag tripod calibrated, the
balance was completely reassembled.
The obtained calibration constants were valid as long as the drag tripod was not
modified. Tightening or loosening the screws holding the drag tripod together would
redistribute the load within the tripod, thus resulting in the need for new cell multipliers. For
this research, the tripod was calibrated once, before testing began. The calibration of the
tripod was constantly checked. The checks revealed no signs
that the tripod calibration
degraded and thus the tripod needed no further calibrations. It should be noted that the load
cells were turned on approximately 45 minutes before being used for any part ofthis
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research. This allowed the load cells enough time to warm up, which helped to alleviate
some of the tendency ofthe load cells to wander as described by Shreve (2005).
3.6.2 Balance Interaction Calibration
The balance required calibration for load interactions. Under ideal circumstances, the
balance would read only lift forces under an applied force load. Unfortunately, the balance
was not ideal in that applied forces interact with all measured forces, i.e. a pure applied lift
force affects the measured drag and pitching moment as well as the lift force. Walter used a
calibration method obtained from Barlow (et al, 1999) for the interaction calibration, which
was also used for this research. Applied forces of lift, drag, and moment are individually
applied to the balance to obtain the balance's response to a known loading. The balance's
response was used for the balance interaction calibration as described byWalter (2004).
The K matrix, Equation B-66a ofAppendix B, proved to be dependent on loading
point location. For a symmetric airfoil, the loading point was stationary at the model's
quarter chord. Unfortunately, not all test objects were symmetric airfoils as some test objects
were cambered airfoils. The center ofpressure of an asymmetric airfoil would move along
its longitudinal axis as the angle-of-attack changed. Thus, the center ofpressure was not
located at the same point as the test object's quarter chord through the entire test. This
resulted in slight errors in measured readings due to the calibration ofthe balance. Lift
varied by less than ten percent per inch in the most extreme cases. Figure 3-7 shows the
behavior of the lift measurements while the various calibration masses were applied at
different lengths of the sting.
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Figure 3-7 - LiftMeasurement Behavior Along Sting
Due to the effect of the loading point location on measured forces, each model
required its own separate balance interaction calibration. The calibration was checked
periodically by applying known forces. As with the tripod calibration, the balance
interaction calibration did not show any signs ofdegradation for any check conducted.
3.7 Taring Procedures
Given the nature of the aerodynamic testing using RIT's wind tunnel and the load cell
balance, a test did not simply consist ofplacing a model on the balance, acquiring the proper
wind speed, and running the test. Each test required two separate taring processes. The first
taring procedure adjusted the testing results for the model's weight while the other tare
adjusted the results for the balance's intrusion into the airflow. The following sections
describe the two taring processes.
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3.7.1 ObjectMass Tare
All tests required mounting a model to the balance's sting after the balance's load
cells had been zeroed. This caused the resulting lift curve to be offset by a constant value.
Both Walter (2004) and Shreve (2005) corrected for this offset by simply adding the mass of
the model to lift during the data post-processing. However, with most models, the loading
point was not the same as the model's center ofmass. This offset caused errors in the lift
correction as discussed in Section 3.6.2 of this work. To correct this error, the object mass
tare was devised.
As per one ofShreve's suggestions, duplicates ofeach sting used were fabricated.
The object mass tare process is described below.
1) The balance was set at a zero angle-of-attack, the tunnelwas off, and an empty sting was
attached to the balance. The other sting was attached to the model.
2) The load cells were zeroed.
3) The empty sting was removed from the balance and the second sting with the modelwas
attached in its place.
4) The load cell measurements were recorded.
5) The empty sting was again attached to the balance, and steps (3) and (4) are repeated
twice more for a total of three (3) mass measurements.
This method ofcorrecting for the model's mass was more accurate than simply
adding mass to the lift equation. The post-processing
ofthis data can be seen in Section 3.9
of this work. Also, an object mass tare was required for each model/sting combination.
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3.7.2 BalanceAerodynamic Tare
Two methods were originally employed for testing byWalter (2004). The first
method was termed the discrete method. This method involved turning the tunnel off,
returning the balance to a zero degree angle-of-attack, zeroing the load cells, turning the
tunnel on to the desired wind speed, returning the balance to the desired angle-of-attack,
taking the measurement, and repeating the whole process for each angle tested. This method
proved to be very time consuming but more accurate than his "run method".
The "run
method"
consisted ofzeroing the balance with the tunnel wind speed at
zero. Then, a sweep ofangles ofattack was conducted with wind speed set to zero. The
system was then zeroed, the tunnel was brought up to speed, and the same sweep ofangles
was conducted. The values obtained from the tare sweep were subtracted from the values
obtained during the test sweep. Although this process allowed for a more expedited test,
accuracywas lost in the process because the load cells were not zeroed between
measurements.
Shreve (2005) developed a new taring procedure which took elements from both of
Walter's methods. Shreve combined the automation abilities of the run method with the
accuracy of the discrete method. His method was the base ofthe aerodynamic tare used in
this research.
The balance aerodynamic tare used in this research corrected the test results for the
aerodynamic effects ofthe balance. While most ofthe balance was located underneath and
out of the wind tunnel's test section, parts ofthe balance were located within the air stream.
The balance directly influenced the measured forces. To correct test measurements for the
balance influence, a separate testing run was conducted without the model to determine the
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aerodynamic effects ofthe balance on lift and drag. The aerodynamic tare also accounted for
the shifting of the balance's mass. This separate run was known as the balance aerodynamic
tare and its step by step procedure is described below.
1) The tunnel was off, with the balance at its reference angle and an empty sting attached.
The reference angle was the angle which the balance returned to during the tare/test as away
to zero the load cells during the test.
2) The tunnel was turned on and brought up to testing speed.
3) The balance was zeroed.
4) Data logging began.
5) The testing programwas initiated. The balance started at its reference angle, stayed there
for a given length of time, and then proceeded to a new angle. The balance remained at the
new angle for a given amount of time, and then returned to the reference angle. This process
was repeated until the testing programwas completed.
This taring process assumes that the aerodynamic effects of the balance are the same each
time the balance returns to the reference angle. This method, developed by Shreve, provided
the ability for a sweep ofangles to be conducted while zeroing the balance between each
angle. Thus, the test remained automated as in the run method, but more accurate by the
constant zeroing of the load cells. For more
information regarding the data post-processing,
the reader is referred to Section 3.9 ofthis work. A balance aerodynamic tare was run for
every different sting, velocity, and reference
angle combination.
3.8 Testing Procedure
The testing procedure used in this work was largely the same as Shreve (2005) but
with slightly different zeroing methods. The testing procedure is described below.
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1) The tunnel was off, the balance was at its reference angle, and an empty sting was
attached to the balance. The other sting was attached to the model.
2) The tunnel was turned on and brought up to the desired speed.
3) The load cells were zeroed.
4) While the tunnel maintained testing speed, the empty sting was removed and replaced by
the sting with the model attached.
5) Data logging began.
6) The testing program was initiated bywhich the balance would return to the reference
angle after every angle-of-attack.
The difference between this testing procedure and that used by Shreve was the
process ofattaching the model to the balance. Shreve prescribed turning the tunnel off,
mounting the object, then turning on the tunnel. Since obtaining the proper wind speed could
be a lengthy process, the tunnel was left running while the model was attached to the balance
for this research. Also, the use ofthe second sting provided a smaller time between when the
load cells were zeroed and when the testing began which reduced the chance for the load
cells to wander before the test began.
As described by Shreve (2005), this comparative method could be used to place the
data by the reference point. This means that should a problem have arisen during the initial
zeroing ofthe balance which threw the data off, the whole data curve could be properly




A single test required two taring procedures as well as the test run. This meant that a
moderate amount ofpost-processing was required to obtain the aerodynamic data ofa test.
This post processing began with the object mass tare file. This simply involved averaging
the massing results of the three measurements.
Next, the balance aerodynamic tare data was processed. The data processing is
described in the following steps with a diagram shown in Figure 3-8.
1) Mid-range angles-of-attack data points, highlighted in red in Figure 3-8, were removed.
LabVIEW was set up to measure and record values at some defined time interval. This
commonly led to information being recorded while the balance was changing angles-of-
attack. The measurements taken while the balance was in motion were discarded.
2) Values at each angle-of-attack where the balance stopped were averaged. After this step,
there was a reference angle measurement preceding every testing angle-of-attack. The initial
reference angle averaged measurements were highlighted in green and the subsequent
reference angle averaged measurements were highlighted in blue in Figure 3-8.
3) A given angle-of-attack measurement was adjusted by the difference between the
averaged reference angle measurement made directly before the given angle and the initial
averaged reference angle measurement. This step essentially zeroed the balance for every
non-reference angle-of-attack.
4) All reference angles, excluding the initial reference angle, were deleted.
5) The
"Corrected"
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Figure 3-8 - Balance Aerodyanmic Tare Post-Processing Diagram (Shreve, 2005)
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Finally, the test run data could be processed. The test data was processed the same
way as the balance aerodynamic tare data. Once that processing was complete, the test
values were adjusted by the balance aerodynamic tare values. This was accomplished using
a standard linear interpolation ofthe aerodynamic tare data. The linear interpolation equation
is shown as Equation 3-1 .
(
yTesI yTaretfigh
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Where the angle-of-attack was used as the reference variable and y was the variable being
interpolated.
Upon successful completion of the data post-processing, the data could be used to
make all necessary calculations. The calculations were governed by the equations shown in
Appendix B. The Excel code found in Appendix D was responsible to the actual
calculations.
3.10 Model Design
Model designwas driven by RIT's past Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) teams. For this
reason, most model design aspects come from previous team'sMAV model designs and
vehicles. The airfoils used in this research are the S5020, GOE417a, and flat plate airfoils.
The 2002-2003 RIT MAV team used an inverse Zimmerman planformwithout
winglets. The following year's team design was based on the modified inverse Zimmerman
planform and also did not use winglets. The modified inverse Zimmerman planform was
described by Torres (2002). Continuing the use of the modified inverse Zimmerman
planform, RIT's 2004-05 MAV team was the first at the school to use winglets on the micro
air vehicle. The use ofwinglets was not optimized for the plane and was likely to have
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provided minimal benefit. Based on the past
years'
trends for planform design oftheMAVs
at RIT, the modified inverse Zimmerman was used as the planform for this research and is
described in a following section. Winglets were the main focus of research for this work and
the design ofthem is also discussed in a following section.
3.10.1 Planform Design
Torres andMueller (2001, 2004) conducted much research into the effects of
planform shapes with various low aspect ratios on aerodynamic performance. Their work
showed that for aspect ratios less than one, as well as high angles ofattack, the inverse
Zimmerman planform was most efficient. The elliptical planform yielded more favorable
characteristics for higher AR.
Previous MAVs constructed at RIT were based on the modified inverse Zimmerman
planform (Torres, 2002). Although theMAVs had aspect ratios greater than one, the teams
used the modified inverse Zimmerman planform over the elliptical planform for two main
reasons. First, the modified inverse Zimmerman planform could be constructed with ease
given the tools available and second, the plane was expected to be scaled down such that the
inverse Zimmerman planform would be more efficient. The past trends ofRIT MAV
planforms led to the decision to use the modified inverse Zimmerman planform for this
research. After deciding on a planform type, the next step was to design its size.
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Figure 3-9 - Designing aModified Inverse Zimmerman Planform
The modified inverse Zimmerman planform was a design based upon the inverse
Zimmerman planform. A diagram of this design process is shown in Figure 3-9. The
modified inverse Zimmerman planform design begins with an inverse Zimmerman planform.
The inverse Zimmerman planform is designed to have some wing span and aspect ratio. The








Next, the position of the two chord lines, one on either side of the planform, whose lengths
were equal to the mean aerodynamic chord, was calculated. Tangents were then drawn at
each of the four mean aerodynamic chord ends. These tangent lines create the straight
leading and trailing edges of the vehicle. The overall wingspan of the modified inverse
Zimmerman planform was calculated so that the resulting aspect ratio of the modified inverse
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Zimmerman planform was equal to the aspect ratio of the initial inverse Zimmerman
planform. Aspect ratio was calculated using Equation B-19 ofAppendix B.
Previous planform designs for RIT's MAVs included two alterations to the modified
inverse Zimmerman planform. These alterations included chopping off the tip of the leading
and trailing edges. This was done to allow an easier attachment of the motor and control
surfaces. The removal of the leading and trailing edge tips was included in the current
research as well. A diagram of the final design of the planform used for testing is shown in
Figure 3-10.
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Figure 3-10 - Diagram ofFinal Planform Design
A summary of the
models'
planform dimensions is given in Table 3-3. The planform
design resulted in an aspect ratio of about 1 .8 for all models. The flat plate model had a
thickness of 0.121 inches and a circular leading and trailing edge.
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Table 3-3 - Model Planform Dimensions
Model Cctc Ctip bw be e
(cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (deg)
Design 18.4 8.6 25.4 3.8 34.3
Flat Plate,
MIZ
18.3 8.6 25.4 3.8 34.2
GOE417a,
MZ
18.4 8.8 25.5 3.9 32.8
S5020 (1),
MIZ
18.4 8.5 26.1 3.9 34.5
S5020 (2),
MIZ
18.3 8.6 25.4 3.8 33.8
S5020 (3),
MZ
18.4 8.5 25.5 3.9 35.2
3.10.2 Winglet Design
Latek (2001) conducted experiments on the effects ofwinglets onMicro Air Vehicles.
His work found that end plates oriented above the wing were superior to the bottom oriented
winglet. His work also showed that wings which had the trailing edge ofthe winglets
positioned at the wing's trailing edge performed favorablywhen compared to other winglet
locations. The winglets dubbed 4a and 4b, shown in Figure 3-11, proved to be among the top
performing winglets in terms of lift, with winglet 4a consistently showing the highest
lift-
curve slope and maximum coefficient of lift, as reported at a ten degree angle-of-attack.
Winglet 4a had a sweep angle of26.6, span of38.1 mm, aspect ratio of0.41 and area of3.51







Figure 3-11 - Latek'sWinglets 4a and 4b (2001)
A winglet similar to that ofLatek's 4b was used as base winglet for this research.
Three different winglet chord lengths were tested as were three different winglet spans. The
base winglet used for this research, winglet B, had an average height and chord length when
compared to the other winglets used in this research. Winglet B had a root chord length that
was approximately 75 percent the tip chord and a span of 3 centimeters. These values were
based on research performed by Latek (2001) and Mottinen (2004). The effect ofwinglet
chord length on stall used winglets that were the same height as winglet B. One winglet had
a chord length equal to the wing tip chord while another winglet had a chord length equal to
half the winglet chord length. The effect ofwinglet height on stall used winglets with a root
chord equal to winglet B's root chord. The span of these winglets was either one centimeter
larger or smaller than that ofwinglet B. A diagram of the winglet design for this research is
shown in Figure 3.12 and the dimensions for the winglets are reported in Table 3-4. For each
group ofexperiments, the model was
tested without winglets to provide a baseline case.
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Figure 3-12 - Winglet Design Diagram













None N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
A 26.6 100 30.0 2357.8 0.38 0.4
B 26.6 75 30.0 1712.0 0.53 0.4
C 26.6 50 30.0 1066.2 0.84 0.4
D 26.6 75 20.0 1191.4 0.34 0.4
E 26.6 75 40.0 2182.6 0.73 0.4










Figure 3-13 - Tested Winglets
For the wing with the GOE417a airfoil, the winglets were modified such that no part
of the winglet protruded below the wing. The flat plate and S5020 models did not require




Modification A - Ball Bearing Joints
Modification B - Welding ofPivoting Forks
Modification C - Re-drilling and Tapping the Holes for the Set Screws on Pivoting Forks
Modification D - Drilling Seats for Ball Bearings on Top Bar
Modification E - Mounting Base Alignment Corrections
Modification F - Replacement ofthe Support Bar
Modification G - Addition ofAlignment Fork
Modification H - Replacement ofthe Lower Vertical Bar
Modification I - Replacement of the Lower Pivoting Fork
Modification J - Drilling ofAdditional Ball Bearing Set Screw Seats on Support Bar
Modification K - Remake ofVertical Bars Above and Below Load Cell 4
Modification L - Spring Inserted into Drag Tripod
Data from initial tests using the longitudinal load cell balance revealed that the
balance was not working properly. Problems were immediately discovered after reviewing
the lift coefficient verses angle-of-attack curve of initial tests. The curve was not linear; the
coefficient of lift would vary in excess of35 % with only a single degree change in
angle-of-
attack. This behavior is shown in Figure 4-1. Published data from Torres andMueller
(2001) as well as data from Shreve (2005) have been included in Figure 4-1 as well.
Shreve's data was from an automated test run using this balance under what was assumed to
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be near identical testing conditions as the Prior to Modifications test. This graph indicated
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Figure 4-1 - CL vs. AoA for Flat Plate; Prior to Balance Modifications
Inspection of the balance revealed that the pin joints, which were used on the top bar,
scored the bar's surface such that the pin joints supported forces in multiple directions. The
pins were made of steel while the top bar was fabricated from aluminum. With the pin joint
being a much harder material, any over tightening of the setscrew, and
normal use of the
balance, would result in a deformation of the aluminum which seats the pin joint. This




Figure 4-2 - Ball Bearing Setscrew
With new pivoting screws installed, the pivoting forks and top bar had to be modified
to accommodate these changes. A diagram of the balance is shown in Figure 4-6, where T(
and T2 locate the pivoting forks. To ensure proper alignment for the new joints along a
collinear axis, the pivoting forks had to be welded into one solid piece by Robert Kraynik,
SeniorMechanical Technician ofRIT. This modification was labeled Modification B. Then,
the holes in the pivoting fork for the ball bearing set screws had to be drilled and tapped
(Modification C). To ensure the setscrews would be collinear, the holes per pivoting fork
were drilled in one pass, without moving the pivoting fork in the vice. The holes were then
tapped to accommodate the setscrews.
Modification D was the last modification in this initial set ofmodifications. The top
bar was adapted to seat the new ball bearing joints in Modification D. For this adaptation,
seats for the ball bearing were milled on the top bar. Each seat was made using a rounded
end mill such that the seat had a slightly larger radius than the ball bearing. These new
bearings provided a larger contact surface, thus reducing the chance ofdeforming the
aluminum bar under normal loading conditions. The ball bearings also provided the near
frictionless joint as required by the balance design.
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After the first four modifications, testing resumed. The data obtained using the
square flat plate was improved by about 5 % over the initial tests, but still was not
acceptable. The coefficient of lift vs. angle-of-attack graph still exhibited the oscillating
behavior seen in Figure 4-1 but with slightly smaller oscillations. With the failure of the first
four modifications to correct the data, the balance was meticulously observed during a test
run to determine where any problems could arise. After a thorough examination ofthe
balance, a series of fixes were deemed necessary.
The first ofthese modifications, Modification E, corrected an alignment issue
between the balance and the base upon which the balance was mounted. The sturdy and
adjustable base was capable ofa rotation that would change the sideslip angle of the test
object. The base also had a movable arm, which was responsible for controlling the
angle-
of-attack ofthe test object. Modification E addressed a longitudinal (along the x-direction in
Figure 4-3) alignment issue between the axis of rotation of the support bar and the axis of
rotation ofthe base's arm. The axis ofrotation of the support arm was not positioned
vertically to the axis of rotation of the base's arm, but instead was located downstream ofthe
axis of rotation of the base's arm.
To correct the axes alignment issues, the mounting base was to be modified. Prior to
Modification E, the support bar was attached to a rod via a setscrew. The rod was the axis of
rotation for the support bar. It sat in bearings embedded in a pair ofplastic pillow blocks.
These pillow blocks were bolted onto an aluminum plate, which in turn was bolted to the top
ofthe base. The axes ofrotation of the support bar and the axes ofrotation ofthe arm of the
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Figure 4-3 - Balance Diagram Prior to Modification E (Not Drawn to Scale)
The rod bearing used as the axis of rotation for the support bar was not vertically
aligned with the pivot of the mounting base arm, but rather there was an offset of
approximately two inches in the x-direction between the two axes of rotation. This
misalignment caused erroneous measurements when the balance was not at a zero degree
angle-of-attack. As the angle-of-attack was increased, the lines Ti to Si and T2 to S2, as seen
in Figure 4-3, were no longer vertical. Figure 4-4 shows this problem with the details
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Figure 4-4 - Exaggerated Detailed View ofBalance at an Angle-of-attack
At an angle-of-attack, the load cells were no longer in a vertical orientation. Due to
this situation, the governing equations for lift, drag, and pitching moment for the balance no
longer applied. This problem was considered repeatable in that the angle O, seen in Figure 4-
4, was a constant value for a given angle-of-attack. A predictable angle ofO would allow for
calculated values to be adjusted for in the post-processing of the data. However, with the
need to eliminate all possible sources oferror to correct the lift coefficient curve, the axis of
rotation for the support bar was moved to a position vertical of the axis of rotation of the arm
of the base.
Moving the axis of rotation for the support bar to be vertical to the axis of rotation of
the support arm resulted in the need to prevent other misalignments of the two axes. In
addition to being on the same vertical line, the two axes were also required to be parallel to
one another. Should the axes not be parallel, errors would be introduced into the system.
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One possible misalignment would be a rotation about the x-axis of the support bar axis of
rotation with respect to the axis of rotation of the base's arm as seen in Figure 4-5(a). The
balance would have a tilt to one side. This tilt would cause a large side load in the system
due to only the weight of the balance itself, in addition to any additional forces experienced
during a test. These side loads could easily exceed the maximum loads for the side load
cells. To further compound this issue, the horizontal distance between the axis of rotation of
the support bar and load cell 4 is relatively large. This distance would amplify any
misalignments between the two axes of rotation so the two axes must be kept parallel.
Views of the Balance from Up Stream
4
Axis of Rotation for
the Support Bar
Axis of Rotation for
the Arm of the Base
Load Cell
(a) Tilt (b) Twist
Figure 4-5 - Exaggerated Tilting and Twisting ofBalance Misalignments
The final alignment concern was a twist in the balance about the y-axis as seen in
Figure 4-5(b). The twist induces a sideslip angle on the test object, which was of little
concern because it could be corrected by adjusting the base itself. In addition to the sideslip
angle, a tilt of the balance was also induced. As stated before, the tilt is a
major concern due
to the more likely chance ofoverloading the side load cells.
To fix the vertical alignment issue, as well as prevent the other misalignment
possibilities, the base underwent a series ofmodifications. First, the aluminum plate on top
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of the balance was permanently removed. Second, the axes ofrotation for the base were
determined and appropriate distances measured. Then, a new pair ofpillow blocks was
fabricated from aluminum. Next, the bearings, which were used in the last balance
configuration, were embedded in the new aluminum pillow blocks. After the bearings were
embedded in the pillow blocks, the pillow blocks were bolted to the top of the base in their
approximate final positions. Finally, using a series ofcalibration blocks and pins, the
location ofthe axis of rotation ofthe support bar was moved into a parallel orientation that
was vertical to the axis ofrotation ofthe base's arm and then the pillow blocks where
tightened down to the base.
Another issue discovered with the balance set-up was that the balance shifted to the
side, along the y-axis, while changes in the angle-of-attack were made. This shift increased
as the angle-of-attack increased. Although the balance shifted along the y-axis, this shift
induced little change in either the sideslip angle or the angle-of-attack, thus having little
affect on Shreve's orWalter's data. Although the effects of this side movement were
minimal, the balance was modified in two ways to correct this issue.
The first ofthese modifications, Modification F, was the replacement ofthe support
bar. The original bar had a
0.5"
x 1 cross-section and used a flat-bottom setscrew to
connect to the bar bearing at the top ofthe base mount. The connection between the support
bar and its axis of rotation was not stiff and could not have prevented the side movement.
The support bar was replaced by a 1 x 1 cross-section bar. A hole was drilled in the
appropriate end for the bar bearing at the top ofthe base mount. Then, a slit was cut into the
end of the support bar from the end ofthe bar to the hole and along the length ofthe hole.
This slit allowed the support bar to be clamped onto the bar bearing via a c-clamp. This
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connection ensured that the support bar could not rotate about the rod bearing in any
direction.
The second fix for the side movement ofthe balance was the creation ofthe aligning
fork labeledModification G. This aligning fork stemmed from the arm ofthe base mount up
to the support bar. The fork is attached to the mounting base arm connector. This alignment
fork, however, was not attached to the support bar. The fork, instead, was free to slide along
the support bar and was stiff enough to prevent side-to-side movement ofthe support bar
through the whole range ofangle-of-attacks. The support bar was sanded down until the
balance could travel through the whole range ofangles ofattack without catching on the fork.
Once the support bar was sufficiently sanded, grease was applied to the support bar as a
lubricant to help ensure a smooth translation of the alignment forkwith respect to the support
bar.
Another feature of the alignment forkwas a physical stopper. Previously, the
experimental system only contained controls within the LabVIEW program that would
prevent the balance from going to an angle-of-attack that could damage the balance. This
safety feature in the program worked only with the manual
control of the angle-of-attack. It
would not work with the angle-of-attack program nor would it prevent the user from
manually adjusting the balance, via the hand crank, to a potentially
harmful angle-of-attack.
The stopper provides a means to mechanically prevent the balance system from reaching too
high ofan angle-of-attack where the balance could damage itself. To prevent the balance
from reaching too low ofan angle-of-attack, the
support bar was sanded such that the fork
would bind on the support bar before the damaging angle-of-attack could be reached. The
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location of the alignment fork on the balance can be seen in a diagram of the balance, Figure
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Load Cell
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Figure 4-6 - Balance Diagram with Alignment Fork (Not Drawn to Scale)
With the remake of the pillow blocks and support bar, a new lower vertical bar (as
labeled in Figure 4-3) had to be fashioned. The remake of this bar was named Modification
H. The vertical bar was machined to a length that would make the support bar parallel to the
mounting base arm. The cross-sectional area of the lower vertical bar where it contacts other
components was increased, with respect to its predecessor, to stiffen the bar. To help reduce
friction within the joints of the lower vertical bar, shoulder bolts connect the lower vertical
bar to the mounting base arm attachment and to the supporting bar. Also, Teflon washers
were used to separate the contacting surfaces to further reduce the friction between surfaces.
With replacement of the support bar, a new lower pivoting fork at Si in Figure 4-6
needed to be produced (Modification I). This pivoting fork connects the vertical rod below
load cell 4 to the support bar. The fork originally incorporated the steel point-to-point pin
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joints. Given the problems previously stated regarding these pin joints, the joints were
replaced with the same ball bearing setscrews shown in Figure 4-2. Also, the y-location of
connection between the vertical bar and the lower fork was adjusted to accommodate the
wider support bar.
The next modification to the balance, Modification J, was meant to assist with future
work using this balance. One ofthe original goals of this balance was to obtain accurate
pitching moment data. This goal has yet to be realized. The balance in its current
configuration makes capturing accurate moment data difficult. An in-depth analysis into the
uncertainty of the pitching moment revealed that the distance "b", shown in Figure 3-4, as
well as the distance between the front support ofthe balance and the center ofpressure of the
test object were both major contributors to the uncertainty ofthe pitching moment. Those
distances act as a multiplier to the lift and drag forces within the moment equation. Thus, the
uncertainty in lift and drag is amplified by those distances.
With that idea in mind, the support bar was modified to allow load cell 4 to connect to
the support bar in numerous locations. The closest seat for the ball bearings to the drag
tripod was made a halfofan inch downstream of the connection between the lower vertical
rod and the support bar. From there, ball bearing seats were made at quarter inch increments
through the remainder ofthe support rod. This allowed load cell 4 to be adjusted to various
values for the dimension b.
The next modification wasModification K. When observing the balance, it appeared
that the vertical rods above and below load cell 4 were not coaxial. Dismantling the balance
revealed that load cell 4 had a manufactured defect that was not detected during initial
installation. This defect caused the misalignment ofthe vertical rods. When a force was
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applied to load cell 4, this misalignment would result in a moment applied to load cell 4,
which could cause erroneous measurements. In addition to the added moment on the load
cell, this misalignment gave the balance a slight twist, creating the same issues described in
Modification E.
Modification K. included a remake ofthe vertical rods above and below load cell 4.
The balance was then reassembled using these new pieces. Tests showed that the load cell
still functioned properly. Because the load cell showed that it could still be calibrated to read
the proper load, the decision was made to continue using it. The balance was then
reassembled, but load cell 4 was rotated such that the axes ofthe top and bottom vertical rods
were in the x-z plane. This would prevent a twist in the balance from the load cell's
misalignment. To ensure that the axes ofthe top and bottom rod would always be in the x-z
plane each time the balance was assembled, setscrews were placed inside the vertical rods.
These setscrews were adjusted so that when the rods were tightened onto load cell 4, the load
cell would be in the appropriate orientation.
With these modifications completed, the flat plate test was run once more. The eight
inch by eight inch flat was tested at a Reynolds number of 100,000 again. Figure 4-7 shows





Flat Plate, Re =400,000, Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle of Attack
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Figure 4-7 - CL vs. AoA for Flat Plate; Post Balance Modifications
The modifications reduced the oscillations in the graph to an acceptable level. The
data exhibits a much more linear behavior as was seen by both Torres and Shreve. The
slope, however, is slightly higher than that of the other tests and was determined to be a
slight, correctable calibration error for lift. With the success of these balance modifications,
testing continued on the flat plate with a modified inverse
Zimmerman planform. Testing of
this model with winglets caused the side load cells to overload once again.
This overload in the side load cells was caused by a number of items. First, the
balance and test object have a side to side vibration under normal conditions. This vibration
is not considered to cause problems in the accuracy of the measurements because the values
were averaged by the data acquisition system. The vibrations, however, increased the
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maximum forces as well as decreased the minimum forces applied to the side load cells.
Investigating this problem revealed that a compressive force overloaded the side load cells.
The balance was designed such that any downward force during the test would put a
load cell in compression. Therefore, any lift force on the test object would result in a tensile
force for all load cells in the drag tripod while the weight ofthe balance, a nose down
pitching moment, and drag would result in a compressive force on the side load cells. When
assembled with the flat plate used inWalter's thesis mounted, the side load cells experienced
a compressive load that was approximately 25% oftheir maximum load. This proved to be
problematic when testing high-drag scenarios. The forces caused the side load cells to be
near their maximum load, and the side-to-side vibrations were enough to overload those side
load cells.
One possible solution was to replace the current side load cells with new load cells,
which could handle these side loads. Two issues would result from replacing the side load
cells. First, the new load cells would need to have a greater range for force measurement.
This would then result in a loss ofaccuracy ofthe whole balance due to a loss ofaccuracy at
the two side load cells. Second, funding for this research was limited. New load cells would
cost approximately $600.00 apiece and were deemed too expensive.
To increase the testing envelope of the balance, a spring was placed in the drag tripod
to give the side load cells a tensile preload. This solution required one assumption. The
assumption was that the drag tripod does not deform under testing conditions. This
assumptionwas acceptable for two reasons. First, any force large enough to expand or
contract the drag tripod would plasticly deform and break the load cells. Second, the sliding
ofthe top plate in relation to the bottom plate ofthe tripod would apply moments to the load
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cells, which would result in erroneous measurements. For those reasons, the assumption that
the drag tripod does not deform is acceptable.
The spring used in the drag tripod had ameasured spring constant ofapproximately
35 N/cm. The spring was mounted in the drag tripod such that the amount of force applied to
the tripod was adjustable. Although the force was adjustable, the systemwas tight enough so
that the spring would neither move nor elongate during a test. Any change in spring
configuration during a testwould result in erroneous measurements due to an internal change
in loading in the tripod. After the implementation and proper adjustment of the spring, the
load cells measured approximately 50% of their maximum tensile load. Although the highest
drag scenarios would still overload the side load cells, the balance was capable of
withstanding much larger forces than it was originally built to tolerate.
Section 4.2 ofthis work reports the validation tests and results, which were used to
verify the balance was functioning properly after all modifications to the balance were
completed.
4.2 Validation
As this research comprises entirely ofexperimental work, a number ofvalidations
have been completed to help ensure accurate information. The balance required many
modifications before testing began, which resulted in a near overhaul of the balance and base
mount. A requirement of the modifications was that the balance could lose no functionality
during the reconstruction work. With this requirement, several tests were conducted to
ensure the balance was in complete working order after the series ofmodification described
in Section 3.2.3.
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The other concern for the experiments was repeatability of the test between models
and experiments. In an effort to show the experiments were indeed repeatable, several tests
meant to check the repeatability ofa single model as well as check the results of several
similar models. The validity ofthe angled sting applicable to this research was also tested.
The following sections contain an investigation into the uncertainty ofcalculated variables
and the validation trials conducted.
4.2.1 Uncertainty Check
A detailed uncertainty analysis ofall experimental results was conducted. The
MATLAB code used to deriving the uncertainty equations is given in Appendix A. The
derivation ofthe uncertainty equations used are shown in Appendix B. The reader is referred
to Appendix B for all equations used, as they will not be shown here. This section will
graphically show the results of the uncertainty analysis. It should be noted that the following
calculations were based solely on instrumentation uncertainty. Each test required a number
oftaring procedures and zeroing procedures. These procedures all had an inherent
opportunity to increase the error of the test. Errors introduced due to human error, the testing
process, and taring processes were not considered for the uncertainty analysis.
The uncertainty analysis in this section uses the flat plate airfoil with the modified
inverse Zimmerman planform. The angled sting was employed. Testing velocity was
approximately 7.63 m/s which resulted in a chord Reynolds number ofapproximately
75,700.
The uncertainty ofthe chord Reynolds number was dependent on the uncertainty of
free stream velocity. Free stream velocity had a measurement uncertainty of2.0 m/s as was
given in Table 3-2. This relatively large uncertainty for the measuring testing velocity
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resulted in a relatively large Reynolds number uncertainty using Equation B-33 ofAppendix
B. The calculated uncertainty for Reynolds number was approximately
+/- 20,000. This
high uncertaintywas a worst-case value for reasons cited in Section 3.4. Also, the tests run
at a Reynolds number of75,000 had the lowest free stream speed. For the tests which ran at
a higher velocity, the uncertainty in Reynolds number decreased.
The angle-of-attack was also a measured quantity. As such, there was an inherent
uncertainty in the measurement. The uncertainty in angle-of-attackwas the hardest
uncertainty to accurately estimate. The problem stemmed from the mounting
angle-of-
attack. Obtaining the precise angle between the chord and the sting proved difficult. For this
reason, a worst-case estimate of
+/- 0.5 degrees angle-of-attack was used
The main contributors to the uncertainty in lift were the load cells and the excitation
voltage. The calculated uncertainty for the given test was approximately
+/- 9.4 grams. This
resulting uncertainty, calculated by Equation B-75 ofAppendix B, was less than 10% ofthe




Flat Plate Uncertainty Check. MIZ Planform. Re=75.000
Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
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Figure 4-8 - Uncertainty Analysis - Flat Plate,MIZ Planform, Re=75,000, Lift
The coefficient of lift uncertainty proved to be most dependent on the uncertainty of
velocity just as Reynolds number was. Calculated uncertainty
for coefficient of lift was large
with respect to the calculated coefficient. The largest uncertainty in the coefficient of lift for
this test was approximately
+/- 0.63 or about 60 % uncertainty as calculated by Equation B-
88 ofAppendix B. The curve ofcoefficient of lift vs. angle-of-attack is shown in Figure 4-9;





Flat Plate Uncertainty Check. MIZ Planform. Re=75.000
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Figure 4-9 - Uncertainty Analysis - Flat Plate, MIZ Planform, Re=75,000, CL
The uncertainty in drag measurements was investigated next. The design of the
balance allowed for a highly accurate measurement. The applied drag force was amplified
by the vertical distance between the drag tripod load cells and the center ofpressure of the
model. This distance was largely due to the balance dimension
"d"
in the free-body diagram
shown in Figure 3-6. As the distance increased, the drag uncertainty decreased. This
behavior resulted in a maximum uncertainty in drag of
+/- 1.1 grams or about 4 %
uncertainty as calculated by Equation B-79 ofAppendix B. The drag data plotted against
angle-of-attack can be seen with the calculated uncertainties in Figure 4-10 below.
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Flat Plate Uncertainty Check. MIZ Planform. Re=75.000
Drag vs. Angle of Attack
14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 28 0 30.0 32.0 34 0 36.0 38 0 40.0
Angle of Attack (Deg)
Figure 4-10 - Uncertainty Analysis
- Flat Plate, MIZ Planform, Re=^75,000, Drag
The uncertainty in the coefficient ofdrag proved to be dominated by the uncertainty
ofvelocity, though not to the extent as Reynolds number or coefficient
of lift was affected.
Again, the large vertical distance between the center ofpressure and the drag tripod load cells
resulted in improved uncertainty in the coefficient ofdrag when compared to the coefficient
of lift. The maximum uncertainty, calculated by Equation B-93 ofAppendix B, for the
coefficient ofdrag was
+/- 0.45 for this test. The coefficient ofdrag vs. angle-of-attack


















Flat Plate Uncertainty Check. MIZ Planform. Re=75.000
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Figure 4-11 - Uncertainty Analysis - Flat Plate,MIZ Planform, Re=75,000, CD
The error bars will not be presented on every graph in this work. This section was
meant to provide a typical measure or worst-case measure ofuncertainty for the graphs.
Uncertainties will be included on some validation graphs where useful, but will not be
included on the graphs used to analyze the data. Uncertainties crowded graphs, rendering
them near incomprehensible.
Despite the uncertainty issues regarding the coefficients
of lift and drag, those
coefficients will be used to report the majority ofdata obtained for this work. The trends
between the lift curve and the coefficient of lift curve, as well as between the drag curve and
the coefficient ofdrag curve, were the same. Also, for reasons discussed above and in
Section 3.4, the uncertainties presented here for the coefficient of lift and coefficient ofdrag
were a worst-case situation and not necessarily the case for every test conducted.
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4.2.2 Flat Plate Static Data
After design and construction ofthe load cell balance, Walter (2004) had to validate
the balance. He validated the balance using an 8 inch x 8 inch flat plate made ofwood. The
wooden flat plate had 5 to 1 leading and trailing edges. The collected data was then
compared to Torres andMueller (2001). After his work, the balance was disassembled.
Shreve (2005) had to reassemble the balance, and verify the balance was functioning
properly. Again, Walter's flat plate was used and the results were successfully compared to
Torres. This research required an extensive overhaul ofthe balance, with the need to validate
its functionality once again. The wooden plate had begun to show signs ofwarping. To help
validate the balance as well as the fiberglass and foam model construction, a new foam flat
plate was fabricated for the test.
The foam flat plate used for this validation was made to the dimensions of the
wooden flat plate constructed byWalter, including the 5 to 1 leading and trailing edges.
Testing conditions were the same for the foam flat plate as theywere forWalter's and
Shreve's testing ofthe wooden flat plate. The test had a Reynolds number ofapproximately
100,000. The coefficients of lift and drag curves are reported in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13
respectively. The graphs show data from Torres andMueller (2001) and Shreve (2005) as
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Figure 4-13 - Flat Plate Validation Check - CD
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The coefficient of lift curves shows an improvement in current testing procedures
compared to Shreve's work when correlating the data to
Torres'
data. A problemwith this
test was that the lift curve did not register zero lift at a zero angle-of-attack. Several items
may have caused this offset including air flow quality, and leading edge quality, and the
uncertainty discussion of Section 4.2.1.
Previous unpublished studies ofRIT's wind tunnel revealed that the wind speed
through the test section was not constant and that speed near the top ofthe tunnel was greater
than that at the bottom of the tunnel. This would create a higher pressure below the test
model and a lower pressure above the model thus applying a lift force to the model. A
similar study of the velocity profile was attempted, but the uncertainty in wind speed
measurements led to inconclusive results.
For such low Reynolds numbers, the model's aerodynamic behavior should be highly
sensitive to leading edge geometry (Mueller and Batill, 1982). Leading edge geometry
would affect when the separation bubble forms and bursts, thus affecting stall angle. Also,
variances in the leading edge could lead to a measured lift while the flat plate is at a zero
angle-of-attack.
The coefficient ofdrag curve produced from this test exhibits the same trends as
Torres'
data. A problem with this drag datawas that an offset ofapproximately 0.025 for the
coefficient ofdrag or about 4.5 grams of force existed. Offsetting the current research's
coefficient ofdrag curve by this amount would result in a better correlating
graph than that of
Shreve to
Torres'
data. As shown in Section 4.2.5, this offset was repeatable. The most
likely cause of this offset would be in the testing or taring
procedures.
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The foam flat plate was also used as a check on the angled sting. This test included
testing the foam flat plate under the same conditions as before except using the angled sting.
The resulting lift and drag curves are presented in Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15 respectively.
Once again the lift curve is offset from the zero force measurement at a zero angle-of-attack.
Shifting the straight sting's graph to so that it marks zero grams of lift at a zero degree angle-
of-attack would cause the two curves to overlap well within the other's uncertainty. The







Flat Plate Sting Overlay. Rectangular Planform. Re*100.000
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Figure 4-14 - Flat Plate, Sting Overlay Check
- Lift
Similar to the coefficient ofdrag graph shown in Figure 4-13, the drag curve has an
offset as well. Should the drag curve be offset by about the 4.5 grams as described above,
the two sting plots would have a better overlay.
Even without the offset though, the
uncertainty ofboth graphs cover common ground.
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Flat Plate Sting Overlay. Rectangular Planform. Re=100.000
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Figure 4-15 - Flat Plate, Sting Overlay Check
- Drag
This test produced credible evidence that the angled sting would provide accurate
results. Furthermore, the angled sting test could help properly place the straight sting test.
As was noted in Section 3.8, this testing process was a comparative process. Should the
reference angle values be off for some reason, a simple measurement of that reference angle
would be able to properly place the data (Shreve 2005). In
addition to properly placing the
data via a reference angle measurement, this angled sting test showed that this sting could
also be used to properly place the straight sting test.
4.2.3 Eppler-212 Static Data
Another check used to further validate the static capabilities of the balance was the
Eppler-212 base model used by Latek (2001). As the model used by Latek was too small for
the experimental setup, the model size was increased for this research. Latek's model had a
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152 mm span, a 152 root chord, a 127 mm tip chord, an
18.4
leading edge sweep angle, and
a straight trailing edge. The model had an approximate planform area of32.9
in2
and an
approximate aspect ratio of 1 .09.
This research used a model similar to that ofLatek, except its size was increased
while keeping the aspect ratio approximately the same. The model fabricated had an 8.06
inch span, a 7.97 inch root chord, a 6.75 inch tip chord, a
17.2
leading edge sweep angle,
and a straight trailing edge. The planform area of the model was 59.3
in2
and had an aspect
ratio of 1.10.
As stated earlier, Mottinen (2004) reported that Latek did not adjust his data for the
drag of the balance, which resulted in drag data that was approximately 35 percent too high.
Latek's (2001) results, Latek's results with the drag reduction and the results from this test
are shown in Figure 4-16. Latek's results with drag reductionwere produced reducing his
original coefficient ofdrag measurements by 35 percent. The comparison of the results from
















Eppler 212, Re = 100,000
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Figure 4-16 - Eppler-212 Validation Test
4.2.4 LRN1007 Dynamic Data
Shreve (2005) modified the load cell balance to acquire dynamic frequency data. The
reader is referred to Shreve's work for a detailed account of the modifications completed to
the balance as well as the LabVIEW program. After the modifications to this balance were
completed for this research, a single test was conducted to show the balance was capable of
reproducing Shreve's work.
The LRN1007 wing, constructed by the 2004-2005 RIT MAV team and used by
Shreve, was used for this test. The wing had an approximate chord of 6.0 inches and wing
span of 12.0 inches. The testing Reynolds number was approximately 56,000. The test setup
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was the same as that used by Shreve. Two Lexan plates were used as walls to provide
approximate 2-dimensional conditions. The Strouhal number, Equation 4-1, was used for the







The wing was tested at an angle-of-attack of approximately 14.1 degrees. A dynamic
instability frequency of2.5 Hz was measured. The resulting Strouhal number for this test, as
well as ofShreve's work (2005) and the work ofBroeren and Bragg (1998) are shown in
Figure 4-17.
0.005
Strouhal Number vs. Angle ofAttack with Respect to Stall
14.5 15
Angle ofAttack (a)
Figure 4-17 - Strouhal Number Validation Test (Shreve, 2005)
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The Strouhal number for this test had an approximate difference of2% from Shreve's
or Broeren's and Bragg's results for this angle. This test showed that the balance had the
ability to collect dynamic data as was developed by Shreve.
4.2.5 Repeatability
The repeatability ofevery test was amajor concern from the start of this research.
Thiswork is comprised entirely ofexperimentation and so efforts were taken to ensure the
data was repeatable. To accomplish this, three repeatability tests were devised. One
repeatability check consisted of running a single model multiple times to ensure consistent
data. The second check consisted of independently creating three models of the same
dimensions. These models were then calibrated independently and tested. The final check
included testing the same model with each under the same testing circumstances multiple
times. These three repeatability checks helped ensure that all tests were indeed repeatable.
The first repeatability test used the foam flat plate which was fabricated to replace the
flat plate used byWalter (2004). Walter's plate was made ofwood; it showed signs of
warping and was almost three times heavier than the foam and fiberglass composite
model
that took its place. The foam flat plate measured approximately 8 inches by 8 inches and had
a 5 to 1 elliptical leading and trailing edge. The foam flat plate was tested a total ofthree
times, including three separate balance aerodynamic tares. The resulting lift and drag graphs
are shown in Figure 4-18 and 4-19 respectively.
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Flat Plate Repeatability. Rectangular Planform. Re=100.000
Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
Figure 4-18 - Foam Flat Plate Repeatability Test, Re =100,000
- Lift
The lift curve above shows that the flat plate tests were indeed repeatable. For most
angles ofattack, the curves were within the uncertainty of the other curves. Also note that a
zero lift reading at a zero angle-of-attack is at the edge
of the uncertainty for the graphs.
Possible explanations for this offset are provided in Section 4.2.2.
Drag on the foam flat plate also proved to be repeatable between
tests. Also note that
the drag curves reach a minimum near zero grams of force. Possible
causes of this were
discussed in Section 4.2.2.
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Flat Plate Repeatability. Rectangular Planform. Re=100.000
Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
Figure 4-19 - Foam Flat Plate Repeatability Test, Re =100,000
- Drag
The second check on repeatability focused on the fabrication process. Three models
were independently made from scratch and fabricated to the same dimensions and according
to the same set of instructions. This repeatability test was completed using the S5020 airfoil
with the modified inverse Zimmerman planform. Three S5020 models were independently
created according to Section 3.10. Each
model underwent the balance interaction calibration,
object mass tare, balance aerodynamic tare, and test. Tests were
conducted at a Reynolds
number ofapproximately 75,000. Figure 4-20 and












S5020 Model Repeatability. MIZ Planform. Re=75.000. Angled Sting
Lift vs. Angle of Attack
8.0 100 120 14.0 160 18.0 200 220 240 26.0
Angle of Attack (Deg)
Figure 4-20 - S5020,MIZ Planform, Repeatability Test, Re =75,000 - Lift
S5020 Model Repeatability. MIZ Planform. Re=75.000. Angled Sting
Drag vs. Angle of Attack
60.0
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Angle ofAttack (Deg)
Figure 4-21 - S5020,MIZ Planform, Repeatability Test, Re =75,000 - Drag
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For every angle-of-attack investigated, almost every point on each lift curve falls
within the uncertainty ofthe other two curves. This provides credible evidence that the
fabrication ofthe models was repeatable. The drag curves exhibit similar trends. Though the
curves do not overlap, they do show a common characteristic. A review ofthe lift curves
shows that model number one stalls first, followed by model number three and finally model
number two. At the onset of these stalls, the drag force grows at an increased rate. This
would explainwhy model number one's drag curve was higher than the other two drag
curves. Adjusting the curves so that stall angles coincide would result in largely overlapping
curves.
Many possible reasons exist for the offset ofthe curves. The most likely explanation
is the leading edge. Mueller and Batill (1982) conductedmany experiments on the effects of
surface roughness on aerodynamic characteristics as stated in Section 2.1 . He reported that
the separation bubble was highly sensitive to leading edge geometry at low Reynolds
numbers. Slight variations ofthe leading edge geometry could result in different stall
characteristics. This validation check has shown that the construction methods used to create
the models did not provide the control required to make the leading edges consistent enough
where the effects were not noticeable. Because of this, only one S5020 model was used for
winglet testing. This prevented the need to adjust the resulting data based upon the model
used to allow for a comparison. Instead, using one model allowed for a direct comparison of
results relative to the same model.
The final repeatability test conducted used the S5020 airfoil with the modified inverse
Zimmerman planform. The testing Reynolds number was 100,000. Each winglet was tested
on the model multiple times to show the winglet results were repeatable. The coefficient of
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lift results for all of these tests are shown in Figure 4-22 and the coefficient ofdrag in Figure
4-23.
S5020. Re=100.000. Winglet Comparison Repeatability
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Figure 4-22 - Winglet Repeatability Test - CL
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S5020. Re=100.000. Winglet Comparison Repeatability
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Figure 4-23 - Winglet Repeatability Test - CD
The lift-curve slope, maximum lift coefficient and maximum lift angle of these tests are
summarized in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2. These tests showed that the winglet results were
consistent and repeatable.














(1/rad) (Deg) (1/rad) (Deg) (1/rad) (Deg)
2.95 1.01 18.0 3.15 1.12 18.0 2.99 1.08 18.0
3.06 1.05 18.0 3.19 1.10 18.0 3.06 1.08 18.0
3.07 1.06 18.0 3.19 1.11 18.0 3.03 1.07 18.0
2.97 1.01 18.0 3.21 1.10 18.0 2.99 1.08 18.0
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(1/rad) (Deg) (1/rad) (Deg) (1/rad) (Deg)
2.87 1.04 18.0 2.74 1.03 18.0 2.50 1.02 18.0
2.86 1.05 18.0 2.76 1.04 18.0 2.49 1.03 18.0
2.89 1.06 18.0 2.73 1.02 18.0 2.46 1.03 18.0
2.95 1.06 18.0 2.74 1.02 18.0 2.50 1.02 18.0
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5 Results and Discussion
All graphical results for the experiments are presented in Appendix E. The coefficient
lift results for the flat plate, modified inverse Zimmerman planform are summarized in Table
5-1.












Winglet Cunax OcLmax C|_max CtcLmax
(1/rad) (Deg) (1/rad) (Deg) (1/rad) (Deg)
NA 2.73 0.86 19.1 3.08 0.90 18.0 3.05 0.91 17.0
A 2.75 0.85 17.0 3.10 0.89 17.0 3.08 0.87 16.0
B 2.78 0.88 17.0 3.11 0.90 18.0 3.10 0.89 17.0
C 2.79 0.86 19.1 3.04 0.88 18.0 3.11 0.90 18.0
D 2.77 0.87 17.0 2.95 0.89 18.0 3.12 0.90 18.0
E 2.76 0.87 17.0 2.92 0.86 17.0 3.05 0.88 15.9
The graphical results for the flat plate tests at a Reynolds number of75,000 are shown
in Figure E-l through Figure E-4. Winglets have little effect on the lift-curve slope and the
maximum lift coefficient in this test. Winglet C and the base wing (no winglets) stalled at a
higher angle-of-attack than the other winglets. Winglet B exhibited the highest, or near
highest, coefficient of lift though the test. The base wing, winglet A and winglet B had the
highest coefficient ofdrag though the test with the base wing showing the overall highest
coefficient ofdrag. Winglet D and winglet E have the highest Ci/CD through the test with
the base wing and winglet A having the lowest C_JCD values. Winglet B shows the highest,
or near highest, coefficient of lift for a given coefficient ofdrag with the base wing and
winglet A having the lowest values for portions of the test.
The graphical results for the flat plate tests at a Reynolds number of 100,000 are
shown in Figure E-5 through Figure E-8. Winglet A and winglet B had the largest lift-curve
slope while winglet E had the lowest value. Winglets had little effect on maximum lift
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coefficient except forwinglet E, which had the lowest maximum lift coefficient. Winglet A
and winglet E stalled at a lower angle-of-attack than the base wing and other winglets.
Winglet A had among the highest coefficient of lift values through the test with winglet E
among the lowest values. Winglet C exhibited the highest drag coefficient throughmost of
the test, while winglet D had coefficient ofdrag values that were among the lowest for the
test. Winglet B had the highest ofnear highest values for the Ci/CD while winglet C had the
lowest values. Winglet A and winglet B had the highest values ofthe coefficient of lift for a
given coefficient ofdrag while winglet E had the lowest values.
The graphical results for the flat plate tests at a Reynolds number of 125,000 are
shown in Figure E-9 through Figure E-12. Winglet B, winglet C, and winglet D had the
highest lift-curve slope values, whereas the base wing and winglet E had the lowest values.
Winglet A had the lowest maximum lift coefficient and the base wing had the highest
maximum lift coefficient. Winglet A and winglet E stalled at the lowest angles ofattack
while winglet C and winglet D stalled at the highest angle-of-attack. Winglets had little
effect on the coefficient of lift until stall, where the base model had the highest coefficient of
lift values. Winglet A showed the highest coefficient ofdrag values until stall where the base
wing, winglet C, and winglet D have the highest values. The base wing has the highest
Ci/Cd values until stall while winglet A has the lowest values. The base wing had among the
highest values ofcoefficient of lift for a given coefficient ofdrag while winglet A had among
the lowest values.
The coefficient of lift results for tests which involved GOE417a airfoil with the
modified inverse Zimmerman planform are given in Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2 - GOE417a,MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet Results
GOE417a Re * 75,000 Re* 100,000 Re* 125,000
Winglet CLa CLmax QCLmax cLa CLmax OcLmax CLa CLmax OCLmax
(1/rad) (Deg) (1/rad) (Deg) (1/rad) (Deg)
NA 3.42 1.52 20.1 2.98 1.51 20.1 3.45 1.52 20.0
A 3.32 1.47 19.0 3.37 1.51 19.0 3.29 1.48 19.0
B 3.12 1.48 20.0 2.88 1.41 20.0 2.72 1.38 20.1
C 3.27 1.51 20.0 3.00 1.45 20.0 3.08 1.45 20.0
D 2.76 1.44 21.0 3.03 1.49 20.1 2.99 1.39 20.0
E 2.84 1.29 21.1 2.76 1.33 21.1 2.46 1.29 21.1
The graphical results for the GOE417a tests at a Reynolds number of75,000 are
shown in Figure E-37 through Figure E-40. The base wing had the highest lift-curve slope
and winglet D had the lowest slope value. The base wing and winglet C had the highest
maximum coefficient of lift values and winglet E had the lowest maximum coefficient of lift
value. Winglet A stalled at the lowest angle-of-attack while winglet D and winglet E stalled
at the largest angle-of-attack. Winglet A and winglet B had among the highest coefficient of
lift values through the test while winglet E had the lowest coefficient of lift values. Winglet
D had among the highest values for the coefficient ofdrag though the test. Winglet B had
among the highest values for Cl/Cd though the test, whereas winglet E had the
lowest values.
Winglet B had the highest or among the highest values ofthe coefficient of lift for a given
angle-of-attack while winglet E had the lowest values.
The graphical results for the GOE417a tests at a Reynolds number of 100,000 are
shown in Figure E-41 through Figure E-44. Winglet A had the highest lift-curve slope while
winglet E had the lowest lift-curve slope value. The base wing, winglet A, and winglet D
had the highest maximum lift coefficients, whereas winglet E had the lowest maximum
value. Winglet A stalled at the lowest angle-of-attack and winglet E stalled at the highest
angle-of-attack. Winglet A had the highest values ofcoefficient of lift until stall, while
winglet E had the lowest coefficient of lift values. The base wing and winglet A had among
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the highest value ofcoefficient ofdrag through the test while winglet B, winglet C, and
winglet D had among the lowest values for coefficient ofdrag. Winglet D had the highest, or
among the highest values for Cl/Cd through the test while winglet E had the lowest values.
Winglet A and winglet D have among the highest values ofcoefficient of lift for a given
coefficient ofdrag and winglet E had the lowest values.
The graphical results for the GOE417a tests at a Reynolds number of 125,000 are
shown in Figure E-45 through Figure E-48. The base wing had the highest lift-curve slope
and winglet E had the lowest lift-curve slope. The base wing had the highest maximum
coefficient of lift and winglet E had the lowest maximum coefficient of lift value. Winglet A
stalled at the lowest angle-of-attack while winglet E stalled at the highest angle-of-attack.
Winglet A had the highest values ofcoefficient of lift until stall while winglet E had the
lowest values. Winglet A had among the highest values ofcoefficient ofdrag through the
test while winglet C, winglet D, and winglet E had among the lowest values ofthe coefficient
ofdrag. Winglet C had the highest, or among the highest, Cl/Cd values for the test while the
base wing and winglet A had among the lowest values. Winglet A
had among the highest
values ofcoefficient of lift for a given coefficient ofdrag while winglet E had among the
lowest values.
The coefficient of lift results for tests which involved S5020 airfoil with the modified
inverse Zimmerman planform are given in Table 5-3.
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Table 5-3 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet Results
S5020 Re
CL





Winglet CLmax OcLmax CLmax OcLmax C|_max OCLmax
(1/rad) (Deg) (1/rad) (Deg) (1/rad) (Deg)
NA 3.09 1.02 18.0 2.95 1.01 18.0 2.78 0.95 18.0
A 3.24 1.10 17.0 3.15 1.12 18.0 3.11 1.08 17.0
B 3.24 1.09 18.0 2.99 1.08 18.0 2.88 1.06 17.0
C 3.01 1.10 18.0 2.74 1.03 18.0 2.91 1.11 18.0
D 2.93 1.07 18.0 2.87 1.04 18.0 3.13 1.13 17.0
E 2.90 1.10 18.0 2.50 1.02 18.0 2.71 1.11 18.0
The graphical results for the S5020 tests at a Reynolds number of75,000 are shown
in Figure E-73 through Figure E-76. Winglet A and winglet B have the highest lift-curve
slope while winglet E had the lowest slope value. Winglet A, winglet B, winglet D, and
winglet E had the highest maximum coefficient of lift values, whereas the base wing had the
lowest maximum coefficient of lift value. Winglet A stalled at the lowest angle-of-attack.
Winglet A had the highest or among the highest values for the coefficient of lift through the
test while the base wing had the lowest values. Winglet A and winglet B had among the
highest values ofcoefficient ofdrag through the test while the base wing had the lowest
coefficient ofdrag values. The base wing had the highest, or among the highest, Cl/Cd
values through the test while winglet B had among the lowest values. Winglet A had among
the highest values ofcoefficient of lift for a given coefficient ofdrag though the test while
the base wing and winglet B had the lowest values.
The graphical results for the S5020 tests at a Reynolds number of 100,000 are shown
in Figure E-77 through Figure E-80. Winglet A had the highest lift-curve slope while
winglet E had the lowest slope value. Winglet A had the highest maximum coefficient of lift
value and the base wing had the lowest maximum
value. Winglets did not have a
distinguishable effect on stall angle. Winglet A had the highest values ofcoefficient of lift
through the test while the base wing had among the lowest values.
Winglet E had the highest
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values ofcoefficient ofdrag through the test while winglet C had among the lowest
coefficient ofdrag values. Winglet C had among the highest values ofCJCD through the test
and winglet E had among the lowest C_JCD values. Winglet A had among the highest
coefficient ofdrag values for a given coefficient ofdrag, whereas winglet E had among the
lowest coefficient of lift values.
The graphical results for the S5020 tests at a Reynolds number of 100,000 are shown in
Figure E-81 through Figure E-84. Winglet A and winglet C had the highest lift-curve slope
values and winglet E had the lowest slope value. Winglet C, winglet D, and winglet E had
the highest value ofmaximum coefficient of lift and the base wing had the lowest maximum
coefficient of lift value. Winglet A, winglet B, and winglet C stalled at the lowest angle-of-
attack. Winglet D had the highest coefficient of lift values though the test while the base
wing had the lowest values. Winglet A had among the highest coefficients ofdrag until stall
while the base wing had the lowest values. Winglet C and winglet D had among the highest
values for Cl/Cd through the test while winglet E had among the lowest values. Winglet D
had the highest values ofcoefficient of lift for a given coefficient ofdrag through the test,
whereas the base wing had the lowest coefficient of lift values for a given coefficient ofdrag.
Latek (2001) experimentally found that winglets with a large span, low aspect ratio,
and large area performed better than the base wing as well as other tested winglets. Latek's
work showed that as the chord length ofthe winglet increased, the lift-curve slope value
increased. His results also showed that as the height of the winglet increased, the lift-curve
slope also increased. Mottinen (2004) computationally showed that varying the winglet's
chord length had little effect on the lift characteristics ofthe model with little difference
between lift-to-drag ratios. He also found that increased winglet height improved lift
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characteristics, but also increased the model's drag. Mottinen concluded that the winglet
height had little overall effect on lift-to-drag ratio.
Winglet chord length influenced stall angle. Winglets used for this comparison
include winglet A, winglet B, and winglet C. Winglet A, the winglet with the longest chord,
stalled before the base wing and other winglets for every testing scenario. Stall angle
increased as the chord length decreased. The base wing generally had a stall angle similar to
that ofwinglet C.
Few trends were observed betweenwinglets, Reynolds numbers, and airfoils.
Winglet C, winglet E, and winglet E, showed a reduction in drag when compared to the base
model for some tests (Le. GOE417a, Re ~125,000). Winglets also showed an improvement
in lift characteristics formost tests conducted. Winglet A typically had the highest, or near
highest, coefficients of lift and coefficients ofdrag through the tests.
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6 Conclusions
The main objective ofthis thesis was to repair the load cell balance so that it would
obtain reliable static and dynamic data. The problems with the balance included alignment
issues, bearing problems, and adverse side movement. These problems were corrected by
repairing existing balance parts, fabricating replacement parts, and fabricating new parts.
The modifications did not change the original mechanics of the balance but some
modifications were incorporated to help facilitate future research in acquiring pitching
moment data.
After the balance modifications were complete, a number ofvalidation checks were
conducted to prove the balance functioned properly. Validation began with a detailed
analysis ofthe measured quantities and ofall calculated values. This uncertainty analysis
showed that the uncertainty in lift measurements was approximately 10 grams or 10 % and
the uncertainty in drag measurementswas approximately 1 gram or 4.5 %. The uncertainty
of testing velocity was approximately 2.25 m/s or 30 %. New equipment, which had an
uncertainty of0.45 m/s in velocity measurements, was purchased at the end ofthis research.
The new equipment's velocitymeasurements were compared to the measurement taken by
the equipment used during testing. This comparison showed that the testing equipment was
less that 2% off from the more precise equipment. However, the uncertainty analysis
continued to use the testing equipment's uncertainty. The resulting uncertainties in
coefficient of lift and coefficient ofdrag were in excess of 50 % in the worst case scenarios.
The first validation check used an 8 in. by 8 in. flat plate with a 5 to 1 elliptical
leading and trailing edge. The test also used the straight sting. The results were compared to
that ofShreve (2005) and Torres andMueller (2001). The test showed that the trends
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between this research and the other's research were the same. The test for this research,
however, did not measure zero lift for a zero degree angle-of-attack. Previous unpublished
studies ofRIT's wind tunnel showed that the wind speed at the top ofthe test section was
faster than the wind speed at the bottom ofthe test section. This could explain why an offset
in the lift curve was observed. The drag curve also had an offset when compared to the data
ofShreve and ofTorres andMueller. This offset was likely due to the aerodynamic taring
process. Ifthe aerodynamic tare had a higher velocity than the actual test, then larger
aerodynamic forces would be subtracted from the testing measurements than were actually
experienced due to the taring process.
The flat plate was then used to validate the use of the angled sting. The test showed
that the straight sting and angled sting provided a continuous curve ifthe straight sting curves
were offset to correspond to the previously published data. This test also showed that the
angled sting test could be used to properly position the straight sting test, as the balance used
a comparative testing procedure.
The repeatability ofthe flat test was then checked. The flat plate was tested using the
straight sting a total ofthree times using the same calibration values and tare values. The
results showed that the test was repeatable. The results also showed that the offsets
mentioned above were repeatable.
The next validation check used a model similar to that used by Latek (2001). The
model had Eppler-212 profile throughout the span. The model used for this research was
larger than Latek's model and had a wing span of8.06 inches, root chord of7.97 inches, tip
chord of6.75 inches, planform area of 59.3 in2, and aspect ratio of 1.10. Mottinen (2004)
reported that Latek did not adjust his drag values for balance effects and consequently, were
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high by approximately 35 percent. Latek's datawas adjusted accordingly and that adjusted
data was compared to the results obtained during this research. The data from this reseach
and Latek's work were within approximately 5 percent ofeach other. This result showed that
the load cell balance was able to repeat the static data obtained by others.
Shreve (2005) modified the balance so that it could obtain dynamic data. He used an
LRN1007 wing with a 6 inch chord and a 12 inch span for his testing. Testing was
conducted under near 2-dimensional conditions. The same model and testing setup was used
to check the balance's dynamic capabilities aftermodifications were complete. A single
angle-of-attack and velocity was tested. The resulting Strouhal number was within 2 percent
ofShreve and ofBroeren and Bragg (1998). This test showed that the balance retained its
ability to acquire dynamic data after the modifications were completed.
The final validation check tested the repeatability of the winglet results. The S5020
airfoil with the inverse Zimmerman planform was used for this repeatability test. Each
winglet was tested multiple times at a Reynolds number of 100,000 using the angled sting.
The tests showed that the winglet trends were repeatable.
Once the balance results had been satisfactorily validated, the repeatability of the
model fabrication methods was checked. Three S5020 models with the modified inverse
Zimmerman planform were independently produced. The balance was calibrated separately
calibrated for each model and separate tares were conducted. The results showed that the
models stalled at different angles. This was most likely the result ofthe leading edge
geometry asMueller and Batill (1982) reported that leading
edge geometry influenced stall at
these low Reynolds numbers. The models in this research had varying leading edge surface
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roughness and showed that the manufacturing techniques used could not reproduce exact
model duplicates; however, trends between models were similar.
A preliminary investigation into the effects ofwinglets on stall was then conducted. The
planform used was a modified inverse Zimmerman planform. All models had a planform
with a center section chord ofapproximately 18.4 cm, tip chord ofapproximately 8.6 cm,
wing span ofapproximately 25.4 cm, and an aspect ratio ofapproximately 1.8. A flat plate,
GOE417a, and S5020 airfoil profiles were tested. The Reynolds numbers of75,000, 100,000
and 125,000 were tested. The effects ofwinglet chord length and span on stall were tested.
The tests found few trends that applied to every test. Winglet A showed the highest
coefficients of lift and the highest coefficients ofdrag throughmany of the tests. The
increase in lift due to the larger winglet surface agrees with the work ofboth Latek (2001)
andMottinen (2004). Winglets are designed to improve the performance ofthe vehicle by
mainly reducing the induced drag. Nagel (1924), Reis (1925), Hemke (1927), etc. showed
that winglets reduce the induced drag for high speed aircraft. Latek andMottinen found that
due to theMAVs small size and low Reynolds number flight regime, the decrease in drag
due to the reduction in induced drag is less than the increase in drag due to skin friction and
pressure drag on the winglet. Their research showed an overall increase in drag forMAVs
with winglets.
Winglet chord length was found to affect stall angle. Winglet A, the longest winglet,
stalled before the base wing and other winglets. Stall angle
increased as the chord length of
the winglet decreased. Similar trends with changes to winglet span were not observed.
Winglet A had the highest drag, and lowest stall angle. These are both adverse effects.
Higher drag on the MAV would result in greater power requirements during flight,
which
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would require a larger battery and motor to achieve flight objectives. A lower stall angle also
adversely affects theMAVs flight by decreasing the vehicle's flight envelope.
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7 Recommendations
The uncertainty in wind speed measurements resulted in large calculated uncertainties
for the coefficient of lift and coefficient ofdrag. A detailed inspection ofthe motor,
including but not limited to testing speed stability, inspecting the fan blade pitching
mechanism, inspecting the flow straightening screens, and inspecting the flow turning veins
is recommended. A study ofthe flow quality is also recommend for the wind tunnel.
Winglet A consistently showed higher lift, higher drag, and lower stall angle
characteristics. The adverse effects ofhigher drag and lower stall lead to the
recommendation that the winglet with the root chord equal to the wing tip chord should not
be used onMAVs. Other winglet configurations did not show any discernable, consistent
differences between lift, drag, and stall angle. Therefore, it is my recommendation that the
smaller winglets, such as winglet B and winglet D be used.
It has been noticed that winglets have improvedMicro Air Vehicle's flight stability,
but no research has been conducted on this topic. RIT's wind tunnel facility and the load cell
balance have the ability to research the dynamic effects of
winglets. I recommend that future
research at RIT include a dynamic study into the effects of the smaller winglets on the
stability ofthe Micro Air Vehicle.
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Appendix A Uncertainty Derivation Code
The following MATLAB code derived all uncertainty equations used in this research. This
code was used for the modified inverse Zimmerman planform. Rectangular planform equations used
a simplified version of the equations found in this code and will not be shown here. This appendix
does not report the entire code used during the derivation process, but only code relevant to the
derivation.
syms x1 ux1 x2 ux2 x3 ux3 x4 ux4 VE uVE x1m uxlm x2m ux2m x3m ux3m ...
x4m ux4m VE uVE VEm uVEm Xlsens X2sens X3sens X4sens X1tri X2tri ...
X3tri C1sp C2sp C3sp C4sp auabubcucdudhuh bw ubwbc ubc ...
ctip uctip cctc ucctc pamb upamb T uT R bsc Ssc AoAmount uAoAmount ...
AoAbalance uAoAbalance LL LD LM DL DD DM ML MD MM KI11 KM 2 KI13





dairdensitydpamb = simple(diff(airdensity, pamb));
dairdensitydT = simple(diff(airdensity, T));










dVinfdVm = simple(diff(Vinf, Vm));
dVinfdpamb = simple(diff(Vinf, pamb));





dSdbw = simple(diff(S, bw));
dSdbc = simple(diff(S, be));
dSdcctc = simple(diff(S, cctc));
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dSdctip = simple(diff(S, ctip));
%Uncertainty in Planform Area






dARdbc = simple(diff(AR, be));
dARdcctc = simple(diff(AR, cctc));
dARdctip = simple(diff(AR, ctip));
%Uncertainty in Aspect Ratio
uAR = simple(((dARdbw*ubw)A2+(dARdbc*ubc)A2+(dARdcctc*ucctc)A2 ...
+(dARdctip*uctip)A2)A(1/2));
%Mean Aerodynamic Chord




dcmacdcctc = simple(diff(cmac, cctc));
demaedctjp = simple(diff(cmac, ctip));
demaedbw = simple(diff(cmac, bw));
demaedbc = simple(diff(cmac, be));
%Uncertainty in Mean Aerodynamic Chord





dRecdT = simple(diff(Rec, T));
dRecdVm = simple(diff(Rec, Vm));
dRecdpamb = simple(diff(Rec, pamb));
dRecdcctc = simple(diff(Rec, cctc));
dRecdctip
= simple(diff(Rec, ctip));
dRecdbw = simple(diff(Rec, bw));
dRecdbc = simple(diff(Rec, be));
















dxIforcedVE = simple(diff(x1force, VE));
dxlforcedxl = simple(diff(x1force, x1));
dx2forcedVE = simple(diff(x2force, VE));
dx2forcedx2 = simple(diff(x2force, x2));
dx3forcedVE = simple(diff(x3force, VE));
dx3forcedx3 = simple(diff(x3force, x3));
dx4forcedVE = simple(diff(x4force, VE));
dx4forcedx4 = simple(diff(x4force, x4));















%lift, drag, moment - Not corrected for balance interactions
%Lift, Drag, Moment - Corrected values
%K - Balance interaction calibration matrix










KI = [KI11 KI12KI13; ...
KI21 KI22 KI23; ...
KI31 KI32 KI33];
Corrected = Kl*[lift; drag; moment];




dLdxl = simple(diff(Lift, x1));
dLdx2 = simple(diff(Lift, x2));
dLdx3 = simple(diff(Lift, x3));
dLdx4 = simple(diff(Lift, x4));
dLdVE = simple(diff(Lift, VE));
dLdxIm = simple(diff(Lift, x1m));
dLdx2m = simple(diff(Lift, x2m));
dLdx3m = simple(diff(Lift, x3m));
dLdx4m = simple(diff(Lift, x4m));
dLdVEm = simple(diff(Lift, VEm));
dLda = simple(diff(Lift, a));
dLdb = simple(diff(Lift, b));
dLdc = simple(diff(Uft, c));
dLdd = simple(diff(Lift, d));
dLdh = simple(diff(Lift, h));
dLdAoAbalance = simple(diff(Lift, AoAbalance));
dDdxl = simple(diff(Drag, x1));
dDdx2 = simple(diff(Drag, x2));
dDdx3 = simple(diff(Drag, x3));
dDdx4 = simple(diff(Drag, x4));
dDdVE = simple(diff(Drag, VE));
dDda = simple(diff(Drag, a));
dDdb = simple(diff(Drag, b));
dDdc = simple(diff(Drag, c));
dDdd = simple(diff(Drag, d));
dDdh = simple(diff(Drag, h));
dDdAoAbalance = simple(diff(Drag, AoAbalance));
dMdxl = simple(diff(Moment, x1));
dMdx2 = simple(diff(Moment, x2));
dMdx3 = simple(diff(Moment, x3));
dMdx4 = simple(diff(Moment, x4));
dMdVE = simple(diff(Moment, VE));
dMda = simple(diff(Moment, a));
dMdb = simple(diff(Moment, b));
dMdc = simple(diff(Moment, c));
dMdd = simple(diff(Moment, d));
dMdh = simple(diff(Moment, h));
dMdAoAbalance = simple(diff(Moment, AoAbalance));
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%Uncertainties in corrected Lift, Drag, Moment


















dCLdxl = simple(diff(CL, x1));
dCLdx2 = simple(diff(CL, x2));
dCLdx3 = simple(diff(CL, x3));
dCLdx4 = simple(diff(CL, x4));
dCLdVE = simple(diff(CL, VE));
dCLdxIm = simple(diff(CL, x1m));
dCLdx2m = simple(diff(CL, x2m));
dCLdx3m = simple(diff(CL, x3m));
dCLdx4m = simple(diff(CL, x4m));
dCLdVEm = simple(diff(CL, VEm));
dCLda = simple(diff(CL, a));
dCLdb = simple(diff(CL, b));
dCLdc = simple(diff(CL, c));
dCLdd = simple(diff(CL, d));
dCLdh = simple(diff(CL, h));
dCLdAoAbalance = simple(diff(CL, AoAbalance));
dCLdVm = simple(diff(CL, Vm));
dCLdpamb = simple(diff(CL, pamb));
dCLdT = simple(diff(CL, T));
dCLdcctc = simple(diff(CL, cctc));
dCLdctip = simple(diff(CL, ctip));
dCLdbw = simple(diff(CL, bw));
dCLdbc = simple(diff(CL, be));
dCDdxl = simple(diff(CD, x1))
dCDdx2 = simple(diff(CD, x2))
dCDdx3 = simple(diff(CD, x3))
dCDdx4 = simple(diff(CD, x4))
dCDdVE = simple(diff(CD, VE))
dCDda = simple(diff(CD, a));
dCDdb = simple(diff(CD, b));
dCDdc = simple(diff(CD, cj);
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dCDdd = simple(diff(CD, d));
dCDdh = simple(diff(CD, h));
dCDdAoAbalance = simple(diff(CD, AoAbalance));
dCDdVm = simple(diff(CD, Vm));
dCDdpamb = simple(diff(CD, pamb));
dCDdT = simple(diff(CD, T));
dCDdcctc = simple(diff(CD, cctc));
dCDdctip = simple(diff(CD, ctip));
dCDdbw = simple(diff(CD, bw));
dCDdbc = simple(diff(CD, be));
dCMdxl = simple(diff(CM, x1));
dCMdx2 = simple(diff(CM, x2));
dCMdx3 = simple(diff(CM, x3));
dCMdx4 = simple(diff(CM, x4));
dCMdVE = simple(diff(CM, VE));
dCMda = simple(diff(CM, a));
dCMdb = simple(diff(CM, b));
dCMdc = simple(diff(CM, c));
dCMdd = simple(diff(CM, d));
dCMdh = simple(diff(CM, h));
dCMdAoAbalance = simple(diff(CM, AoAbalance));
dCMdVm = simple(diff(CM, Vm));
dCMdpamb = simple(diff(CM, pamb));
dCMdT = simple(diff(CM, T));
dCMdcctc = simple(diff(CM, cctc));
dCMdctip = simple(diff(CM, ctip));
dCMdbw = simple(diff(CM, bw));
dCMdbc = simple(diff(CM, be));
%Uncertainties in Coefficient of Lift, Drag, Moment























dCLoCDdxl = (diff(CLoCD, x1));
dCLoCDdx2 = (diff(CLoCD, x2));
dCLoCDdx3 = (diff(CLoCD, x3));
dCLoCDdx4 = (diff(CLoCD, x4));
dCLoCDdVE = (diff(CLoCD, VE));
dCLoCDdxIm = (diff(CLoCD, x1m));
dCLoCDdx2m = (diff(CLoCD, x2m));
dCLoCDdx3m = (diff(CLoCD, x3m));
dCLoCDdx4m = (diff(CLoCD, x4m));
dCLoCDdVEm = (diff(CLoCD, VEm));
dCLoCDda = (diff(CLoCD, a));
dCLoCDdb = (diff(CLoCD, b));
dCLoCDdc = (diff(CLoCD, c));
dCLoCDdd = (diff(CLoCD, d));
dCLoCDdh = (diff(CLoCD, h));
dCLoCDdAoAbalance = (diff(CLoCD, AoAbalance));
%Uncertainty in Coefficient of Lift/Coefficient of Drag







Appendix B Uncertainty Derivation Equations
a, b, c, d = Balance Dimensions
AR = Aspect Ratio
bc = Center Section Span
bsc, Ssc = Constants in Sutherland Correlation
bw = Wing Span
t^lsp, Wsp, t^3sp, Wsp
= Combined Load Cell Constants
Cctc
= Center Section Chord
CD = Coefficient ofDrag
Cl = Coefficient ofLift
Cm = PitchingMoment Coefficient
cmac







K = Balance Interaction CalibrationMatrix
K"1
= Inverse Balance Interaction CalibrationMatrix
Kx,y
= Element (x,y) of the KMatrix
^x,y
= Element (x,y) of the Inverse KMatrix
L,D,M = Calibrated Lift, Drag, Pitching Moment
LA, DA, Ma
= Applied Force Values
Lr, Dr,Mr
= Read Force Measurements
m







= Reference Pressure for Air Velocity Transmitter
R = Universal Gas Constant for Air
Rec = Chord-Based ReynoldsNumber
S = Planform Area




Um = Measured Free Stream Velocity
Uoo = True Free Stream Velocity
Ve = Load Cell Excitation Voltage
VE,m = Load Cell Excitation Voltage forMassing
y
= Generic Variable Defined for Each Use
xi,X2, X3, X4
= Un-calibrated Load Cell Measurements
xi,m, X2,m, X3,m, X4>m
= Un-calibrated Load Cell Measurements forMassing
xif, X2f, X3fi xjf
= Load Cell Force Output
Xi^, X2sens, X3sens, X4sens = Load Cell Sensitivity Constants
Xi, X2tn, X3rt, Xtm = Tripod Calibration Values
a




= Angle-of-Attack due to Mounting Object to Sting
Poo
= Free Stream Dynamic Viscosity
Pa,
= Free Stream Air Density
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This appendix reports the uncertainty derivation results assuming a modified inverse
Zimmerman planform where applicable. The equations used for the rectangular planform
calculations were a simplified form ofthe modified inverse Zimmerman equations. Thus, the
equations for the rectangular planform are not presented here, only the equations based on
the modified inverse Zimmerman planform.
Uncertainties in the measurands and calculated values must be quantified for any
experiment. The experimental measurands for the system were atmospheric pressure, free
stream temperature, angle-of-attack, free stream velocity, four separate and independent load
cell readings, span lengths, chord lengths, etc. From these measurands, air density, free
stream viscosity, actual free stream velocity, Reynolds number, coefficient of lift, coefficient
ofdrag, etc. were calculated. The calculated quantities were, in most cases, dependent on
multiple measurands, resulting in an in-depth analysis into the propagation ofuncertainty
through the experiment.
The uncertainties in the experiments were determined by a method developed by
Kline andMcClintock (Kline, 1953). For this uncertainty analysis, three assumptions were
required as follows: 1) the calculated result j>was a function ofmultiple independent
variables; 2) the uncertainty value ofeach measurement was small enough such that
a first-
order Taylor series expansion provided a reasonable approximation; 3) measurement
uncertainty values behaved much
like standard deviations. The Taylor series expansion for>>






Where xi,X2, x and ui, U2, u are the independentmeasurements and their uncertainties,
respectively. Independent sources oferror would not all be of the same sign and the errors
will not be at maximum values simultaneously. For this reason, the uncertainties of the




u'm^'\ ydx2 2) ydxn
un Equation B-2
To properly apply this technique, a series of steps should be followed.
1) Develop an appropriate equation for a calculated variable.
2) Solve the equation for this variable as a function ofonly constant terms and
independent measured quantities.
3) Take partial derivatives ofthe calculated variable with respect to each independent
measurand.
4) Substitute appropriate values into and evaluate Equation B-2 to find the uncertainty in
the calculated variable.
This method was applied to all applicable uncertainty calculations for this research.
Air at standard conditions, as it was throughout the entire set ofexperiments, was
modeled as an ideal gas. The equation for an ideal gas is given in Equation B-3.
Pamb=R-P~T Equation B-3





For air, R =




= fVPamb > ^lo ) Equation B-5
Thus, Equation B-2 was rewritten as Equation B-6 for case ofair density.
"o =
- ^ 'dPm Ŷ
\ o
Equation B-6
The partial derivatives of free stream air densitywith respect to ambient pressure and free










The partial derivatives could then be substituted into Equation B-6 to obtain the uncertainty














True free stream velocity was a function ofmeasured velocity and atmospheric pressure as







Free stream velocity was a function of the two independent measurands shown in Equation
B-10.
U = ftfJ^Pant) Equation B-10












The partial derivatives of free stream velocity with respect to the independent measurands are












Substituting Equation B-l2 into Equation B-l 1, the equation for the uncertainty in free



















fae +O+V Equation B-l4
Planform area was a function ofthe four independent variables as shown in Equation B-15.
s = f\K >K > ccc cuP ) Equation B-15
Equation B-2 was applied to planform area uncertainty, resulting in Equation B-l6.
us
=
(es V fas 1











The partial derivates ofplanform areawith respect to the independent measurands are shown



















Substituting Equation B-l7 into Equation B-l6 will result
in the uncertainty in planform area





. U^X Equation B-l 8
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The aspect ratio is shown to be a function of the four independent measurands outlined in
Equation B-21.
AR = f(K K , cclc , clip ) Equation B-2 1














The partial derivatives of the aspect ratio with respect to the independent measurands are
shown in Equation B-23.
dAR (ccc +
___)__


























The uncertainty in the aspect ratio can then be calculated by substituting Equation B-23 into
Equation B-22. The uncertainty equation was not shown here due to its size.
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w=-^- \{c(yfdy Equation B-24
The equation for the chord for halfofthe testedmodified inverse Zimmerman planform is
shown in Equation B-25. The variable
'y'











Substituting Equation B-l4 and Equation B-25 into Equation B-24, evaluating the integrals
and simplifying, Equation B-26 was obtained.
_




Equation B-27 shows the four independent measurands ofwhich the mean aerodynamic
chord was a function.
Cmac
=Accc . S> ,bw,be) Equation B-27






















The partial derivatives of the mean aerodynamic chord with respect to the independent


















































The uncertainty in the mean aerodynamic chord was then calculated by substituting Equation
B-29 into Equation B-28, the result ofwhich was not shown here due to the size ofthe
equation.
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For air at standard conditions, bsc = 1 ) ^ and Ssc = 1 10.4 K .
m-s-K"2






(1+f4fo, -uu)\<LiK +2A)X> ** -(6. -Aj+cJ,& -O)
***? -(cctt (* +6c)+c0> \bw -bc))
Equation B-32
Equation B-33 shows the independent measurands ofwhich the chord Reynolds number was
a function.
Rec = f(Tx,Um,cclc,clip,bwA) Equation B-33


























The partial derivatives of the chord Reynolds number with respect to the independent
measurands are shown in Equation B-35. For simplicity, partial derivatives throughout the
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rest of this appendix may not necessarily be in terms ofonlymeasurands and constants, but
may also include variables that have been previously defined in this appendix.


















The uncertainty in chord Reynolds number was found by making all appropriate substitutions
into Equation B-34. The uncertainty equation was not shown here due to the size of the
equation.
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Load cell 1 provided a force output according to Equation B-36. All force equations shown






For simplifying future equations, the constant term Cisp was given in Equation B-37.
cisP
= 1 0 *i_ xiM Equation B-37
The force output of load cell 1 was a function ofthe two independent measurands seen in
Equation B-38.
\
= /(*i . ve ) Equation B-38








The partial derivatives for the force output of load cell 1 with respect to the independent




dx, 10-X -X, -x.





The uncertainty equation for the force output of load cell 1 was obtained by substituting






( 10-X -X, -x
<-\Y2
sens llri Equation B-41
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For simplification of future equations, the constant C2Sp is given by Equation B-43.
^2sP = 1 ^ X2u_ X2m Equation B-43
The force output of load cell 2 was a function of the two independent measurands shown in
Equation B-44.
xi, =Ax2>Ve) Equation B-44








Taking the partial derivatives ofEquation B-42 with respect to the independent measurands,








Substituting Equation B-46 into Equation B-45, the equation for the uncertainty in the force






' *!*2 *2 Equation B-47
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For simplifying future equations, the constant C3sp is given by Equation B-49.
C3sP = 10 X3_ X3m Equation B-49
The force output for load cell 3 was a function ofthe independent measurands given in
Equation B-50.
x3,
=Ax3 . Ve ) Equation B-50












The partial derivatives ofthe force output of load cell 3 with respect to the independent
measurands are shown in Equation B-52.
dx, 10 -X3 X,L3W
dx3 VE





Substituting Equation B-52 into Equation B-51, the equation for the uncertainty in force





( 10-X, -X3 x
l\%
Jsens Jlri Equation B-53
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The force output of load cell 4 was a function of two independent measurands as seen in
Equation B-56.
x*/ =f\x*>VE) Equation B-56
Equation B-2 can then be modified for the case of force output of load cell 4 providing the









The partial derivatives of the force output of load cell 4 with respect to the independent






By substituting Equation B-58 into Equation B-57, the uncertainty in force output of load cell
4, Equation B-59, was obtained.
Ux
=





The aerodynamic forces of the lift, drag, and pitching moment ofthe test object were
calculated using the free body diagram found in Figure 3-6. Measured lift was calculated by
Equation B-60; measured drag was calculated by Equation B-61; measured pitching moment
was calculated by Equation B-62 (Shreve, 2004). The pitching moment equation was
















Making the appropriate substitutions of load cell force equations into Equations B-60 through
B-62, read lift, read drag and read pitching moment can be rewritten as shown in Equation B-























+1- (Cxsp xx + C2sp x2 + C3sp x3 + C4sp x4)- (a cos{abal)-h sin(0)
{-CXsp -xx +C2sp-x2+C3sp x3)-(a-sin{abal)+h-cos(abal))
d-Vc
Equation B-65
Once the lift, drag and pitching moment values were calculated, the forces were then adjusted























The inverse K matrix is shown in Equation B-68.
[K]-'
=
DR MR DR MR LR MR LR MR LR DR LR DB
DA MA MA DA MA DA DA MA DA MA MA DA
DR MR DR MR LR MR LR MR LR DR LR DR
MA LA LA MA LA MA MA LA MA LA LA MA
Dr MR DR MR LR MR LR MR LR DR LR DR


































Where ; Equation B-69a
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Pr.Mr_Pj_.___
K-.= DA UA MA DA
M
h_ .z\ .Mit +h. .Ps_.Mr+Lr_.Pr_ .Ms__Lr_ Ps_ Mjl_Lr_ Pr MjL__h__ Dr Mr
LA DA MA DA MA LA MA LA DA LA MA DA DA MA MA DA LA
lr mr Lr Mr
K* =
h.PR.___+___.p__.___+i__ l_\ __[___ ___ ____!__d^ _______ d_ ___
Equation B-69b
LA DA MA DA MA LA MA LA DA LA MA DA DA LA MA MA DA LA
h_.P_R___J_R_.DR_
*** =
l_ d_ m_+___ ___+j__ p_ m__i__ p_\ ______ p_ _______ ____7_
Equation B-69c






La A. Ma Da Ma La Ma La Da La Ma Da Da La Ma Ma Da La
Lr Mr Lr Mr
Kv =
l_ p_ m_+jr_ j__ m_+j__ p_ _______[____!__p_ Mjl_J__.Pjl.Mjl
Equation B-69e
LA DA MA DA MA LA MA LA DA LA MA DA DA LA MA MA DA LA
Ls_.Pr__Lr_.Pr_
Kv =
i Pr Mj__+Lr_ Ps_ Mk+J_^.__\.______.___.M___J__._\.___-J__.Pj_.Mjl
Equation B-69f




__ p_ m_+J__ p__ Mjl+Pr. Pr_L__1.__1.Mr____.P_.Mjl-J--.P-.Mr_
Equation B-69g
l_'d/m. d, ma la ma la da la ma da da la ma ma da la
Lr. MR Lr M_





ma la ma la da la ma da da la ma ma da la
L D, LB D
Equation B-69h
*" =
__ Pr_ Mr + Lr.
E(iuatlon B_691
la'da'ma da ma la ma la da la ma da da la ma ma da la
Equation B-66 was simplified and separated into corrected lift, Equation B-70, corrected
drag, Equation B-71, and corrected pitching moment, Equation B-72. The corrected lift
equation included a term for the mass of the object.

















m =ma =ki\ -lr +k;;2-dr +k;;3 -mr Equation B-72










































+ (cXsp xx + Clsp x2 + Cisp x} + Cisp x,) {a cos^ )
- h sin^ ))
-J-(-C, *, +C2sp x2+C_sp x_)-{a-sm{abal)+h-cos(abal))
Equation B-73 revealed that lift was a function ofsixteen different independent measurands
as shown in Equation B-74.
L =Axvx^x^x^VE^xym^x2,m^^x^VE,m^b,cJXabal) Equation B-74


















































































K f[a - ^]
oos(aj-





























+ {cuP -*i +C2sp-x2 + C3sp x3 +C4sp x4)-{a-cos(abal)-hsm(aM))







































































































The uncertainty in lift was calculated by substituting Equation A-76 and all other appropriate
equations into EquationA-75. The uncertainty equation was not shown here due to the size
ofthe equation.
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The equation for drag was obtained by making the proper substitutions into Equation B-71,


















+{cisP -*i +C2*P 'x2 +civ-xi+CisP xA)-(a-cos{abal)-h-sm(aM))
-^{-Cup 'x\ +C2sp x2+C3sp-x3)-(a-sm(abal)+h-cos(aM))
Equation B-77
Drag proved to be a function ofeleven independent measurands shown in Equation B-78.
D = /(x, , x2 , x3 , x4 , VE , a,b,c,d, h, abal ) Equation B-78
















dr 3 dr '
^ox3 j yvx4 j
BD Y (dD Y (SD Y f&>
,aXjHxJ X"*JX"'
az>











The partial derivatives ofdrag with respect to the independent variables are shown in
Equation B-80.
dD








K& (fc - /]
sin(a4o;)+
^j- +



































+ \PuP x\ +C2sp x2 + C3sp x3 + C4sp
x4)-(a- cos{abal)- h sin(a6(7, ))
-~{-CuP x_ +C2sp -x2+C3sp x3)-(a-sm(abal)+h-cos(aM))









=~y- (C4sp x4 cos(aAa/ ))
rCXsp-xx-C .x2-C3sp-x3\
(_ + {_ Maj+h . CQs(aJ})
I d'VE )
(-









'- (cuP ' *i + C2sP ' x2 + C3sp x3 + C4sp x4)-
sin(0'
~~(-










-(<V*, +C2sp x2 + C3sp-x3 +C4sp-x4)-{a-sin(abal)+h-cos(abal))
-4
(-
Cup x, + C2sp x2 + C3sp
x3)- (a cos{abal)-h sin^,))
Equation B-80k
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The uncertainty in drag was calculated by substituting Equation B-80 and all other
appropriate equations into Equation B-79. The uncertainty equationwas not shown here due
to the size ofthe equation.
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The pitching moment equation was obtained by making the appropriate substitutions into













+ {ci*p xi+C2sP x2+Cisp-x3+C4sp-x4)-(a-cos(abal)-h-sm(abal))
T-(-Q,p '*i
+ C2,P 'x2 +C3sp x3)-(a-sm(abal)+A-cosfc^,))
Equation B-81
The pitching moment proved to be a function ofeleven independent measurands as seen in
Equation B-82.
M = f{xx,x2,x3,x4,VE,a,b,c,d,h,aba)































The partial derivatives of the pitching moment with respect to each independent variable are
shown in Equation B-84.
























-y-(cijp -x, +C2,p -x2+C3sp x3+C4sp x4)
VE
K3 _ C I _, \













+ {cup -xx +C2sP x2 +C3sp x3 +C4sp Jf4) (a cos(crAoi)- /i sin^, ))
.
- 4 (-CUp xx +C2sp x2 + C3sp -x3)(a- sin(a4a, )+ h cos^, ))














































- {Cup x, + C2sp x2 + C3sp x3 + C4sp x4)- (a sin(ata/)+ h cos(ata/))
-^(-C_P xx +C2sp x2 +C3sp-x3)-(a-cos(abal)-h-si_.(abal))
Equation B-84k
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The uncertainty in pitching moment was obtained by substituting Equation B-84 and all other
appropriate equations into Equation B-83. The result was not shown here due to the size of
the equation.
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For all following coefficient equations, the lift, drag and pitching moment equations from
above must be converted to the proper units. Conversion between grams to kilograms will
not be shown. However, gravitywill be included for converting a kilogram force to newtons.








































+ (cup xx + C2sp x2 + C3sp x3 + C4sp x4)- (a cos^,)- h s_\(aM))










The coefficient of lift was a function ofthe 23 independent measurands shown in Equation
B-87.
CL = /(*, , x2 , x3 , x4 , VE , xXm , x1/n , x3jn , x4m , VEm , a,b,c, d, h, abaI ,U , pamb ,T,bw,bc, cac , cUp) Equation B-87
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Modifying Equation B-2 appropriately for the lift coefficient, the uncertainty in the lift




























































































The partial derivatives ofthe lift coefficient with respect to the independent measurands are






























































































^ ^2 Equation B-89w
dc,ip 2-p^-S
Substituting Equation B-89 and all other appropriate equations into Equation B-88 produced
the equation for the uncertainty in the coefficient ofdrag. The uncertainty equation was not
shown here due to its size.
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The coefficient ofdrag is governed by Equation B-90.
Dg
CD = Equation B-90
PdynS



















CXsp xx + C2sp x2 + C3sp







2 RTX { Pamb_
The coefficient ofdrag is shown to be a function ofthe eighteen independent measurands
shown in Equation B-92.
cd =Ax\ > x2 >*3>*4>ve > a>b,c,d,h,abal ,Um , pamb ,Tx , bw , bc , cctc , c,ip ) Equation B-92
Modifying Equation B-2 appropriately for the drag coefficient, the uncertainty
in the































































The partial derivatives of the coefficient ofdrag with respect to the independent measurands




































































Substituting Equation B-94 and all other appropriate equations into Equation B-93 resulted in
the equation for the uncertainty in the coefficient ofdrag. The uncertainty equation was not
shown here due to its size.
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Equation A-96 was the result ofthe substitution all appropriate equations into Equation A-95.
(t *--
A3.1




* (c, *i + C2V *i +Cj, x, +Ctv xt) (a cos(au )- A sin(ou ))
I. d










*}fc. + <v)+A< c.)-ti (*. +2'U+t Cat (*. "*.)+< (*.
Equation B-
96
The moment coefficient proved to be a function of the eighteen independent measurands
shown in Equation B-97.
Cm =Axi ,x2,x3,x4,VE,a,b,c,d, h, abal ,Um , pamb ,Tx,bw,bc, cctc , clip ) Equation B-97
The uncertainty in the moment coefficient can be obtained by applying Equation B-2. The





































































The partial derivatives ofthe moment coefficient with respect to the independent measurands
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dup Pdyn ((2 bc +bj- c2lc + {bw - bc)-ctlp cclc + (bw
-
bc)-c2ip)
Substituting Equation B-99 and all other appropriate equations into Equation B-98 resulted in
the equation for the uncertainty in the moment coefficient. The uncertainty equation was not
shown here due to its size.
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The parameter ofcoefficient of lift divided by the coefficient ofdrag was a common
indicator throughwhich awing's performance was measured and compared to that of
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i parameter is shown in Equation B-l00.
Equation B-l00
Aftermaking all appropriate substitutions into the above equation and simplifying, the
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Equation B-l01 showed that the coefficient of lift divided by the coefficient ofdrag






The uncertainty equation for this parameter is shown in Equation B-l03.
















































































The partial derivatives ofthe coefficient of lift divided by the coefficient ofdrag with respect














































































































By Substituting Equation B-104 and all other appropriate equations into Equation B-103, the
uncertainty for the coefficient of lift divided by the coefficient ofdrag was obtained. The
uncertainty equationwas not show here due to its size.
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m0um ;, Equation B-l05
The angle-of-attackwas calculated by Equation B-l 05
a = a_ l+ai
The uncertainty in angle-of-attack can not be calculated by use ofEquation B-2. The
mounting angle was measured only once before the test was conducted whereas the
angle-of-
attack of the balance was constantly measured during the test. This measurement process
resulted in the possibility that bothmeasurements could simultaneously take on the
maximum values ofuncertainty. Hence, the uncertainty in angle-of-attackwas calculated as
a sum ofuncertainties (Beckwith, et al, 1993). The angle-of-attack is shown to be a function
ofthe mounting angle and the angle-of-attack ofthe balance as seen in Equation B-l06.
= /(moM.M) Equation B-106
The uncertainty was then be calculated by summing the uncertainties of the mounting
angle-
of-attack and the balance angle-of-attack as shown in Equation B-l07.
u=u +u Equation B-l07<* am_M abaS
~
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Appendix C Model Fabrication
Models were completely fabricated in-house using the resources available. After the
planform was designed, paper airfoil templates were created for the wing tip and root chord.
The templates were created using Profili 2.18a (Duranti, 2005). An example of a template is
shown in Figure C-l .
Airfoil name : GOE 41 7A (GEW. PLATTE)
Chord : 7.258 Inches - Actual paper size : 10.669 x 8.150 inches.
Figure C-l - GE0417a Airfoil Template Generated by Profili
The templates were glued onto a piece ofplywood that was about 0.125 inches thick
to create the wooden airfoil template. The template was then cut out of the plywood and
sanded to a smooth finish on the wooden edges. A second paper template was then used to
create the seat for the wooden template. The paper template was glued to the plywood such
that the chord of the template was parallel to a straight edge of the plywood. The leading
edge of the template was positioned appropriately to achieve the designed planform shape. A
completed wooden template and corresponding seat are shown in Figure C-2.
Figure C-2 - Completed GOE417a Template and Seat
After finishing the wooden templates, the insulation foam was made ready to be cut.
The foamwas positioned such that the cutting wire, anchored at one end, would begin cutting
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the leading edge at one time and finish cutting the trailing edge at once while only moving
the non-stationary end of the wire. This cutting setup is shown in Figure C-3.
Figure C-3 - Hotwire Setup
The seats were first attached to the block of foam such that the bottom of the seats ran
along the edge of the foam and positioned appropriately for the wing design. The foam was
cut from leading edge to trailing edge using the seat as a guide. The wooden airfoil templates
were then attached to the block of foam such that the airfoil templates sit in the seating
templates. The foam was then cut using the airfoil template as a guide. A foam wing is
shown in Figure C-4.
Figure C-4 - Hotwired Foam Wing
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The center section of the wing was cut using a similar process. The wing sections
were then covered in a 0/90 degree woven fiberglass. After applying the fiberglass, the wing
sections were connected using a 5-minute epoxy. A completed wing is shown in Figure C-5.
Figure C-5 - Fiberglass Coated Model
To fabricate the winglets, large, flat sheets of fiberglass were created. The sheets
were a double layer of the 0/90 degree woven fiberglass. The winglets were then cut to
proper size and attached to the model using the 5-minute epoxy. A model with attached
winglets is shown in Figure C-6.
Figure C-6 - Model with Winglets Attached
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Appendix D Data Processing Code
The following Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) code was used to process all data for this
research. The code was embedded in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The code in this appendix
applied to the modified inverse Zimmerman planform. Rectangular planform data processing used a
simplified version of this code and will not be shown here. This appendix does not report the entire
code used for the data processing, but only code relevant to the mathematical processing of the data.





For ColumnSpot = 1 To 54
Do While ActiveSheet.Cells(DataCounter + 1 , ColumnSpot)o
""
DataCounter = DataCounter + 1
CurrentSum = CurrentSum + ActiveSheet.Cells(DataCounter, ColumnSpot)
Loop
ActiveSheet.Cells(DataCounter + 1, ColumnSpot)





D.2 Balance Aerodynamic Tare Code
Private Sub AeroContinue_Click()
'Process LoadedAerodynamic Tare Data
Call EliminateIntermediateAngles("Loading Info", AeroRefAngleNum,
AngleTolerance)
Call AverageSameAngle("Loading Info", AngleTolerance)
Call ReduceDataViaRefAngle("Loading Info", AngleTolerance)
Call DeleteReferenceAngles("Loading Info", AngleTolerance)




D.3 Test Data Processing Code
Private Sub ContinueLoadTestForm_Click()
'Load and Process Testing Data
Call EliminateIntermediateAngles("Loading Info", RefAngle, AngleTolerance)
Call AverageSameAngle("Loading Info", AngleTolerance)
Call ReduceDataViaRefAngle("Loading Info", AngleTolerance)
Call DeleteReferenceAngles("Loading Info", AngleTolerance)
Call SortData("Loading Info", "A", "BB", "Al")
RowChecker = 1
'Adjust Test Values for Balance Effects
Do While ActiveSheet.Cells(RowChecker, 1)o
""
LowRow = FindSmallerTareAngleRow(ActiveSheet.Cells(RowChecker, 1),
AeroTareSheetName, "Loading Info")
HighRow = FindLargerTareAngleRow(ActiveSheet.Cells(RowChecker, 1),
AeroTareSheetName, "Loading Info")
Tarexl = LinearlyInterpolate(ActiveSheet.Cells(RowChecker, 1), LowRow,
HighRow, 4, AeroTareSheetName, "Loading Info")
Tarex2 = LinearlyInterpolate(ActiveSheet.Cells(RowChecker, 1), LowRow,
HighRow, 5, AeroTareSheetName, "Loading Info")
Tarex3 = LinearlyInterpolate(ActiveSheet.Cells(RowChecker, 1), LowRow,
HighRow, 6, AeroTareSheetName, "Loading Info")
Tarex4 = LinearlyInterpolate(ActiveSheet.Cells(RowChecker, 1), LowRow,
HighRow, 7, AeroTareSheetName, "Loading Info")
Tarexl RefVal = LinearlyInterpolate(RefAngleValue, 1, 2, 4, AeroTareSheetName,
"Loading Info")
Tarex2RefVal = LinearlyInterpolate(RefAngleValue, 1, 2, 5, AeroTareSheetName,
"Loading Info")
Tarex3RefVal = LinearlyInterpolate(RefAngleValue, 1, 2, 6, AeroTareSheetName,
"Loading Info")
Tarex4RefVal = LinearlyInterpolate(RefAngleValue, 1, 2, 7, AeroTareSheetName,
"Loading Info")
Testxl = Testxl - Tarexl + Tarexl RefVal
Testx2 = Testx2 - Tarex2 + Tarex2RefVal
Testx3 = Testx3 - Tarex3 + Tarex3RefVal
Testx4 = Testx4 - Tarex4 + Tarex4RefVal















Load Cell - Calibration Constants
Clsp









Calculated Single Quantitesfor Given Run









* (bw - bc) + ctip
A




* (bw + bc) + ctip
* (bw - be))
cmac
= 2 / 3
*
cmacnum / cmacden '(m)
dcmacdcctc = 2 / 3
* (cctc
* (2
* bw + 4
*
bc) + ctip
* (bw - be)) / cmacden _




2 * (bw + bc)
demaedctip
= 2 / 3
* (cctc
* (bw - bc) + 2
*
ctip
* (bw - be)) / cmacden _




2 * (bw - bc)








2) / cmacden _
- 2 / 3 * cmacnum / cmacden
A
2 * (cctc + ctip)











2) / cmacden _


























2 / ((bw - bc) / 2






2 * (bw - bc) / (bw
* (cctc + ctip) + bc







* bw A 2 * (bw - bc) / (bw
*





dARdbw = 2 * (bw * (cctc + ctip) + 2
* bc * (cctc - ctip)) / (bw
* (cctc + ctip) _
+ bc * (cctc - ctip))
A
2 '(1/m)
dARdbc = -2 * bw A 2 * (cctc - ctip) / (bw
*
(cctc + ctip) + bc










2 + (dARdbw * ubw)
A
2






S = (bw - bc) / 2
* (cctc + ctip) + bc
*
cctc '(mA2)
dSdcctc = (bw + bc) / 2 '(in)
dSdctip
= (bw - bc) / 2 '(m)
dSdbw = (cctc + ctip) / 2 '(m)
dSdbc = (cctc - ctip) / 2 '(m)
uS
















CalculatingMultiple Value Quantities for a Given Run
RowCheck = 4
Do While ActiveSheet.Cells(RowCheck, 9)o
""
'Angle-of-attack
AoA = AoAbal + AoAMount '(Deg)
uAoA
=
uAoAbalance + uAoAmount '(Deg)




* Pi / 1 80 '(Deg) to (Rad)
'Velocity
V = Vm * pstd / pamb '(m/s)
dVdVm = pstd / pamb
dVdpamb = -Vm * pstd / (pamb A 2) '(m (s*Pa))
uV = ((dVdVm * uVm)
A








pamb / R / T '(kg/mA3)
dairdpamb = 1 / R / T '(kg/(mA3 *pa))




= ((dairdpamb * pamb)
A







= bsc * T
A
















(7 / 2)) '(IK)
dRecdcctc = AirDensity









* V / Viscosity
* demaedbw '(1/m)
dRecdbc = AirDensity
* V / Viscosity
* demaedbc '(1/m)
uRec
= ((dRecdVm * uVm)
A












2 + (dRecdbw * ubw)








xl force = -C 1 sp
*
x 1 / VE '(g)
dxl forcedVE = -C 1 sp
*
x 1 / VE
A
2 '(g/V)
dx 1 forcedx 1 = C 1 sp / VE '(g/mV)


































x3 force = -C3sp
*











































liftu = -(xl force + x2force + x3 force + x4force) '(g)
dragu = c / d




























x4m) / VEm '(g)
'Lift
Lift = KI1 1
* liftu + KI12
* dragu + KI13
*
momentu + KI1 1
*
m '(g)
dLdxl = Clsp / VE / d
* (-KI1 1
* d - KI12
*
c + KI13
* ((c * a - d * h)* Sin(AoAbal)
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+ (c * h + d * a)
*
Cos(AoAbal))) '(g/mV)
dLdx2 = -C2sp / VE / d
* (KI1 1 * d - KI12 * c + KI13 * ((c * h - d * a)*Cos(AoAbal)_
+ (c*a + d*h)* Sin(AoAbal))) '(g/m V)
dLdx3 = -C3sp / VE / d
* (KI1 1 * d - KI12 * c + KI13 * ((c * h - d * a)*Cos(AoAbal)_
+ (c*a + d*h)* Sin(AoAbal))) '(g/m V)
dLdx4 = C4sp / VE






dLdVE = KI1 1 * (-liftu) / VE + KI12
*
(-dragu) / VE + KI13
*
(-momentu) / VE '(g/V)
dLdxlm = Clsp / VEm '(g/mV)
dLdx2m = C2sp / VEm '(g/mV)
dLdx3m = C3sp / VEm '(g/m V)
dLdx4m = C4sp / VEm '(g/mV)
dLdVEm = -m / VEm '(g/V)
dLda = KI13 * (-dragu * Sin(AoAbal) - liftu
*
Cos(AoAbal)) '(g/m)
dLdb = KI13 * x4force * Cos(AoAbal) '(g m)
dLdc = -dragu / c * (-KI12 + KI13 * (a * Sin(AoAbal) + h
*
Cos(AoAbal))) '(g/m)
dLdd = dragu / d * (-KI12 + KI13 * (a * Sin(AoAbal) + h
*
Cos(AoAbal))) '(g/m)
dLdh = KI13 * (-dragu * Cos(AoAbal) + liftu
*
Sin(AoAbal)) '(g/m)
dLdAoAbal = KI13 * (-b * x4force * Sin(AoAbal) _








= ((dLdxl * uxl)
A
2 + (dLdx2 * ux2)
A
2 + (dLdx3 * ux3)
A
2 + (dLdx4 * ux4) A2_
+ (dLdVE * uVE)
A
2 + (dLdxlm * uxl)
A




+ (dLdx3m * ux3)
A
2 + (dLdx4m * ux4)
A




+ (dLda * ua)
A
2 + (dLdb * ub)
A
2 + (dLdc * uc)
A




+ (dLdh * uh)
A







= KI21 * liftu + KI22 * dragu + KI23
*
momentu '(g)
dDdxl = Clsp / VE / d
* (-KI21 * d - KI22 * c + KI23 * ((c * a - d * h)*Sin(AoAbal)_
+ (c*h + d*a)* Cos(AoAbal))) '(g/mV)
dDdx2 = -C2sp / VE / d
* (KI21







a + d * h)
*
Sin(AoAbal))) '(g/mV)
dDdx3 = -C3sp / VE / d
* (KI21 * d - KI22 * c + KI23 * ((c * h - d * a)
*
_
Cos(AoAbal) + (c*a +
d*h)*
Sin(AoAbal))) '(g/mV)
dDdx4 = C4sp / VE







dDdVE = KI21 * (-liftu) / VE + KI22
*
















dDdc = -dragu / c





dDdd = dragu / d
* (-KI22 + KI23
* (a * Sin(AoAbal) + h
*
Cos(AoAbal))) '(g/m)


















= ((dDdxl * uxl)
A
2 + (dDdx2 * ux2)
A




+ (dDdx4 * ux4)
A
2 + (dDdVE * uVE)
A




+ (dDdb * ub)
A
2 + (dDdc * uc)
A




+ (dDdh * uh)
A












CL = Lift/ 1000 *g/pdyn/S
dCLdxl = dLdxl / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/mV)
dCLdx2 = dLdx2 / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/mV)
dCLdx3 = dLdx3 / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/mV)
dCLdx4 = dLdx4 / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/mV)
dCLdVE = dLdVE / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1 T)
dCLdxlm = dLdxlm / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/mV)
dCLdx2m = dLdx2m / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/mV)
dCLdx3m = dLdx3m / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/mV)
dCLdx4m = dLdx4m / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/mV)
dCLdVEm = dLdVEm / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/V)
dCLda = dLda / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/m)
dCLdb = dLdb / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/m)
dCLdc = dLdc / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1 'm)
dCLdd = dLdd / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/m)
dCLdh = dLdh / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/m)
dCLdAoAbal = dLdAoAbal * g / 1000 / pdyn / S '(1/rad)
dCLdVm = -Lift / 1000 * 4
*
g / (AirDensity
* (pstd / pamb)
A
2 * S * (Vm
A
3)) '(s/m)















dCLdcctc = -Lift / 1000
*
g












dCLdbw = -Lift / 1000
*
g
* demaedbw / (pdyn * S)
A
2 '(1/m)
dCLdbc = -Lift / 1000
*
g




= ((dCLdxl * uxl)
A
2 + (dCLdx2 * ux2)
A




+ (dCLdx4 * ux4)
A
2 + (dCLdVE * uVE)
A




+ (dCLdx2m * ux2)
A
2 + (dCLdx3m * ux3)
A








2 + (dCLda * ua)
A




+ (dCLdc * uc)
A
2 + (dCLdd * ud)
A


































CD = Drag / 1000
*
g /pdyn / S
dCDdxl = dDdxl * g / 1000 / pdyn / S '(1 mV)
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dCDdx2 = dDdx2 * g / 1000 / pdyn / S '(1/mV)
dCDdx3 = dDdx3 * g / 1000 / pdyn / S '(1/mV)
dCDdx4 = dDdx4 * g / 1000 / pdyn / S '(1/mV)
dCDdVE = dDdVE * g / 1 000 / pdyn / S '(1 !V)
dCDda = dDda / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '<1 m)
dCDdb = dDdb / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/m)
dCDdc = dDdc / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/m)
dCDdd = dDdd / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/m)
dCDdh = dDdh / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1 m)
dCDdAoAbal = dDdAoAbal / 1000 * g / pdyn / S '(1/rad)
dCDdVm = -Drag / 1 000*g
* 4 / (AirDensity
* (pstd / pamb)
A
2 * S * (Vm
A
3)) '(s/m)
dCDdpamb = 2* Drag / 1000
*
g
































dCDdbw = -Drag / 1000
*
g
* demaedbw / (pdyn * S)
A
2 '(1 in)
dCDdbc = -Drag / 1000
*
g




= ((dCDdxl * uxl)
A
2 + (dCDdx2 * ux2)
A




+ (dCDdx4 * ux4)
A
2 + (dCDdVE * uVE)
A




+ (dCDdb * ub)
A
2 + (dCDdc * uc)
A




+ (dCDdh * uh)
A




+ (dCDdVm * uVm)
A













+ (dCDdbw * ubw)
A





'Coefficient ofLift /Coefficient ofDrag
CLoCD = Lift / Drag
dCLoCDdxl = (Drag








































































































+ (dCLoCDdx2m * ux2)
A




+ (dCLoCDdx4m * ux4)
A
2 + (dCLoCDdVEm * uVE)
A 2
_
+ (dCLoCDda * ua)
A





+ (dCLoCDdd * ud)
A









RowCheck = RowCheck + 1
Loop
End Sub
D.4 Various Subs and Functions
'Reduces Data by Averaging Data Points At Same Reference Angle
Sub AverageSameAngle(DataSheetName, AngleTolerance)
DataCount = 1
Do While ActiveSheet.Cells(DataCount + 1, 1)o
""












ActiveSheet.Cells(RowCheck + 1, 1)) < AngleTolerance Then









AverageDataSum = AverageDataSum +
_
ActiveSheet.Cells(AverageRowCheck, ColumnSpot)
AverageRowCheck - AverageRowCheck + 1
Loop
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AverageDataSum = AverageDataSum /
_
(AverageEndRow - AverageBeginRow + 1)




DataGroupCount = DataGroupCount + 1





'Deletes All Reference Angle Data Points Except the First Point
Sub DeleteReferenceAngles(DataSheetName, AngleTolerance)
RowCheck = 2
Do While ActiveSheet.Cells(RowCheck, 1)o
""













Do While ActiveSheet.Cells(RowCheck + 1, 1)o
""
IfAbs(ActiveSheet.Cells(RowCheck, 1) -_
ActiveSheet.Cells(RowCheck + 1, 1)) > AngleTolerance Then




ActiveSheet.Cells(RowCheck + 2, 1)) > AngleTolerance Then
Call DeleteRow(DataSheetName, RowCheck + 1)
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Else
RowCheck = RowCheck + 1
End If
Else
RowCheck = RowCheck + 1
End If
Else




'Finds the Next Tare Angle Larger than the Test Angle
Function FindLargerTareAngleRow(TestAngle, TareSheetName, DataSheetName)
FindLargerTareAngleRow = 0
AngleRowCheck = 1
Do While ActiveSheet.Cells(AngleRowCheck, 1) >
""
AngleRowCheck = AngleRowCheck + 1
Loop










IfTestAngle > ActiveSheet.Cells(FindLargerTareAngleRow, 1) Then








'Finds the Tare Angle that is Just Smaller than the Test Angle
Function FindSmallerTareAngleRow(TestAngle, TareSheetName, DataSheetName)
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FindSmallerTareAngleRow = 0
IfActiveSheet.Cells(l, 1) < TestAngle Then
FindSmallerTareAngleRow = 1
MinFound = False





IfTestAngle > ActiveSheet.Cells(FindSmallerTareAngleRow, 1) Then
FindSmallerTareAngleRow = FindSmallerTareAngleRow + 1
Else
MinFound = True












'Linearly Interpolate a Given Test Angle to Find Proper Tare 'Adjustments
Function LinearlyInterpolate(TestAngle, LowRow, HighRow,
_
InterpolateColumn, TareSheetName, DataSheetName)
IfAngle is Below Lowest Tare Angle
IfLowRow = 0 Then
Linearlylnterpolate = -(ActiveSheet.Cells(l, 1) - TestAngle) /_









'IfAngle is Larger than Highest Tare Angle
ElselfHighRow = 0 Then
Linearlylnterpolate = (TestAngle - ActiveSheet.Cells(LowRow, l))/_
(ActiveSheet.Cells(LowRow, 1) - _
ActiveSheet.Cells(LowRow - 1, 1))*_
(ActiveSheet.Cells(LowRow, InterpolateColumn) - _
ActiveSheet.Cells(LowRow - 1, InterpolateColumn)) +_
ActiveSheet.Cells(LowRow, InterpolateColumn)
'IfAngle is Between Lowest andHighest Tare Angles
Else
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'Adjusts Values via Difference in Reference Angles
Sub ReduceDataViaRefAngle(DataSheetName, AngleTolerance)
RowCheck = 4
Do While ActiveSheet.Cells(RowCheck, 1)o
""
For ColumnSpot = 2 To 54
ActiveSheet.Cells(RowCheck, ColumnSpot) =_






RowCheck = RowCheck + 2
Loop
End Sub
'Sort Given Data via Given Column
Sub SortData(DataSheetName, BeginningColumn, EndColumn, SortRangeCell)
ColumnRange = BeginningColumn +
":"
+ EndColumn
Co lumns(Co lumnRange) . Select






Appendix E Winglet Graphical Results
E.1 Flat Plate Results
Flat Plate, Re 75,000,Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack (Deg)
Figure E-l - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re ~ 75,000, Winglet Comparison - CL
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0.35
Flat Plate, Re 75,000,Winglet Comparison




Figure E-2 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re 75,000, Winglet Comparison - CD
Flat Plate, Re * 75,000,Winglet Comparison























1 1 1 1 1 ,
10.0
Angle ofAttack (Deg)
Figure E-3 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re s 75,000, Winglet Comparison - CJCD
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Flat Plate, Re * 75,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
0.15 0.20
Coefficient of Drag
Figure E-4 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re ~ 75,000, Winglet Comparison - CL vs. CD
Flat Plate, Re = 100,000,Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack (Deg)
Figure E-5 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re 100,000, Winglet Comparison - CL
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0.35
Flat Plate, Re as 100,000,Winglet Comparison




Figure E-6 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re 100,000, Winglet Comparison - CD
Flat Plate, Re = 100,000, Winglet Comparison
Cj/Cj vs. Angle ofAttack
12.0 14.0 16.0
Anglo ofAttack (Deg)
Figure E-7 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re 100,000, Winglet Comparison - CJCD
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0 95
Flat Plate, Re = 100,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
oos 0.15 025 035
Coefficient of Drag
Figure E-8 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re ~ 100,000, Winglet Comparison - CL vs. CD
Flat Plate, Re = 125,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack (Deg)
Figure E-9 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re 125,000, Winglet Comparison - CL
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0.35
Flat Plate, Re 125,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
12.0 140 160
Angle of Attack (Deg)
160 20.0 22.0
Figure E-10 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re 125,000, Winglet Comparison - CD
Flat Plate, Re = 125,000,Winglet Comparison
Cj/Cp vs. Angle ofAttack
12.0 14.0 16.0
Angle ofAttack Peg)
FigureEll - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re 125,000, Winglet Comparison - Cl/Cd
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Flat Plate, Re s 125,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
0.10
Coefficient of Drag
Figure E-12 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Re 125,000, Winglet Comparison - CL vs. CD
Flat Plate, No Winglet, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack Peg)
Figure E-13 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, NoWinglets, Re Comparison - CL
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Flat Plate, No Winglet, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
14.0 16J)
Angle ofAttack Peg)
Figure E-14 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, NoWinglets, Re Comparison - CD
Flat Plate, No Winglet, Reynolds Number Comparison
Cl/Cq vs. Angle of Attack
12.0 14.0 160 180
Angle ofAttack Peg)














Flat Plate, No Winglet, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Coefficient of Drag
0.30 035
Figure E-16 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, NoWinglets, Re Comparison
- CL vs. CD
Flat Plate, Winglet A, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-17 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting,Winglet A, Re Comparison
- CL
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Flat Plate,Winglet A, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs .Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-18 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting,Winglet A, Re Comparison - C_
Flat Plate, Winglet A, Reynolds Number Comparison
CL/CD vs . Angle of Attack
Angle ofAttack Peg)




Flat Plate,Winglet A, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
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Figure E-20 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Winglet A, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
Flat Plate, Winglet B, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs . Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-21 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Winglet B, Re Comparison - CL
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Flat Plate,Winglet B, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle of Attack
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Figure E-22 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Winglet B, Re Comparison - CD
Flat Plate,Winglet B, Reynolds Number Comparison
CL/Cp vs. Angle ofAttack
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Flat Plate,Winglet B, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-24 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting,Winglet B, Re Comparison - C_ vs. CD
Flat Plate, Winglet C, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-25 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting,Winglet C, Re Comparison - CL
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Flat Plate,Winglet C, Reynolds Number Comparison













Figure E-26 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Winglet C, Re Comparison - CD
Flat Plate,Winglet C, Reynolds Number Comparison
Ct/Cj vs. Angle of Attack
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Figure E-27 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Winglet C, Re Comparison - C_JCy>
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Flat Plate,Winglet C, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
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Figure E-28 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting,Winglet C, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
Flat Plate, Winglet D, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-29 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Winglet D, Re Comparison - CL
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Flat Plate, Winglet D, Reynolds Number Comparison











Figure E-30 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Winglet D, Re Comparison - CD
Flat Plate,Winglet D, Reynolds Number Comparison
Cl/Cd vs. Angle of Attack
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Flat Plate, Winglet D, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
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Figure E-32 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Winglet D, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
Flat Plate, Winglet E, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack peg)
Figure E-33 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Winglet E, Re Comparison - CL
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Flat Plate, Winglet E, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack Peg)
Figure E-34 - Flat Plate, MIZ, Straight Sting, Winglet E, Re Comparison - CD
90
80
Flat Plate,Winglet E, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Flat Plate, Winglet E, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
























GOE417a, Re ~ 75,000,Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack peg)
Figure E-37 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re 75,000, Winglet Comparison
- CL
191
GOE417a, Re = 75,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack Peg)
Figure E-38 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re 75,000, Winglet Comparison - CD
GOE417a, Re 75,000, Winglet Comparison
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Figure E-39 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re 75,000, Winglet Comparison - CJCD
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GOE417a, Re s 75,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
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Figure E-40 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re ~ 75,000, Winglet Comparison - CL vs. CD
GOE417a, Re * 100,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs . Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack Peg)
Figure E-41 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re 100,000, Winglet Comparison - CL
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GOE417a, Re as 100,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack Peg)
Figure E-42 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re
~
100,000, Winglet Comparison - CD
GOE417a, Re * 100,000, Winglet Comparison
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Figure E-43 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re 100,000, Winglet Comparison - Cl/Cd
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GOE417a, Re * 100,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
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Figure E-44 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re ~ 100,000, Winglet Comparison - CL vs. CD
GOE417a, Re 125,000, Winglet Comparison
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Figure E-45 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re ~ 125,000, Winglet Comparison - CL
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GOE417a, Re = 125,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack Peg)
Figure E-46 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re 125,000, Winglet Comparison - CD
GOE417a, Re ~ 125,000,Winglet Comparison
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GOE417a, Re * 125,000, Winglet Comparison
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Figure E-48 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re
~
125,000, Winglet Comparison - CL vs. CD
GOE417a, No Winglets, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-49 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, NoWinglets, Re Comparison - CL
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GOE417a, No Winglets, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-50 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, NoWinglets, Re Comparison
- CD
GOE417a, No Winglets, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-51 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, No Winglets, Re Comparison - Cl/Cd
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GOE417a, No Winglets, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-52 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, NoWinglets, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
GOE417a, Winglet A, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-53 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet A, Re Comparison - CL
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GOE417a, Winglet A, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-54 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet A, Re Comparison - CD
GOE417a, Winglet A, Reynolds Number Comparison
























GOE417a, Winglet A, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-56 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet A, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
GOE417a, Winglet B, Reynolds Number Comparison













Figure E-57 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet B, Re Comparison - CL
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0.50
GOE417a, Winglet B, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-58 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet B, Re Comparison - CD
GOE417a, Winglet B, Reynolds Number Comparison
Cl/Cq vs. Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-59 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet B, Re Comparison - CJCD
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GOE417a, Winglet B, Reynolds Number Comparison















Figure E-60 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet B, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
GOE417a, Winglet C, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack peg)
Figure E-61 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet C, Re Comparison - CL
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GOE417a, Winglet C, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-62 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet C, Re Comparison - CD
GOE417a, Winglet C, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-63 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet C, Re Comparison - Cl/Cd
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GOE417a, Winglet C, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
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Figure E-64 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet C, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
GOE417a, Winglet D, Reynolds Number Comparison
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GOE417a, Winglet D, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-66 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet D, Re Comparison - CD
GOE417a, Winglet D, Reynolds Number Comparison
CL/CD vs. Angle of Attack
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Figure E-67 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet D, Re Comparison - CJCD
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GOE417a, Winglet D, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-68 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet D, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
GOE417a,Winglet E, Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-69 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet E, Re Comparison - CL
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GOE417a, Winglet E, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-70 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet E, Re Comparison - CD
GOE417a, Winglet E, Reynolds Number Comparison
CL/CD vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack Peg)
Figure E-71 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet E, Re Comparison - CJCD
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GOE417a, Winglet E, Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
Coefficient of Drag
Figure E-72 - GOE417a, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet E, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
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E.3 S5020 Results
S5020, Re * 75,000,Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs . Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-73 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re 75,000, Winglet Comparison
- CL
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S5020, Re * 75,000, Winglet Comparison














Figure E-74 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re ~ 75,000, Winglet Comparison - CD
S5020, Re = 75,000,Winglet Comparison









Figure E-75 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re
~
75,000, Winglet Comparison - CJC0
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S5020, Re a 75,000,Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
Figure E-76 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re 75,000, Winglet Comparison - CL vs. CD
S5020, Re a 100,000, Winglet Comparison
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Figure E-77 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re ~ 100,000, Winglet Comparison - CL
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S5020, Re a 100,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient ofDrag vs. Angle ofAttack
Angle ofAttack peg)
Figure E-78 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re 100,000, Winglet Comparison - CD
S5020, Re a 100,000, Winglet Comparison
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Figure E-79 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re ~ 100,000, Winglet Comparison - CJCD
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S5020, Re a 100,000,Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
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Figure E-80 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re 100,000, Winglet Comparison - CL vs. CD
S5020, Re a 125,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-81 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re 125,000, Winglet Comparison - CL
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S5020, Re a 125,000, Winglet Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle ofAttack
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Figure E-82 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re ~ 125,000, Winglet Comparison - CD
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Figure E-83 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re a 125,000, Winglet Comparison - Cl/Cd
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S5020, Re a 125,000,Winglet Comparison
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Figure E-84 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Re a 125,000, Winglet Comparison - CL vs. CD
S5020. No Winglet. Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle of Attack
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Figure E-85 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, NoWinglets, Re Comparison - CL
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S5020. No Winglet. Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle of Attack
Angle of Attack (Deg)
Figure E-86 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, NoWinglets, Re Comparison - CD
S5020. No Winglet, Reynolds Number Comparison
CL/Cp vs. Angle of Attack
Angle of Attack (Deg)
Figure E-87 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, NoWinglets, Re Comparison
- Cl/Cd
217
S5020. No Winglet. Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
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Figure E-88 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, NoWinglets, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
S5020. Winglet A. Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-89 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet A, Re Comparison - CL
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S5020. Winglet A. Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-90 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet A, Re Comparison
- CD
S5020. Winglet A. Reynolds Number Comparison
Cl/Cq vs. Angle of Attack
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Figure E-91 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet A, Re Comparison
- CJCD
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S5020. Winglet A. Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-92 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet A, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
S5020. Winglet B. Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-93 - S5020,MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet B, Re Comparison - CL
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S5020. Winglet B. Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle of Attack
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Figure E-94 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet B, Re Comparison - CD
S5020. Winglet B. Reynolds Number Comparison
Cl/Cd vs. Angle of Attack
Angle of Attack (Deg)
Figure E-95 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet B, Re Comparison - Cl/Cd
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S5020. Winglet B. Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Coefficient of Drag
Coefficient of Drag
Figure E-96 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet B, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
S5020. Winglet C. Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-97 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet C, Re Comparison - CL
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S5020. Winglet C. Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Drag vs. Angle of Attack
Angle of Attack (Deg)
Figure E-98 - S5020,MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet C, Re Comparison - CD
S5020. Winglet C. Reynolds Number Comparison
CJCp vs. Angle of Attack
Angle of Attack (Deg)
Figure E-99 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet C, Re Comparison - Ci/CD
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S5020. Winglet C. Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-100 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet C, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
S5020. Winglet D. Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lilt vs. Angle of Attack
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Figure E-101 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet D, Re Comparison - CL
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S5020. Winglet D. Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-102 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet D, Re Comparison - CD
S5020. Winglet D. Reynolds Number Comparison
CL/Cp vs. Angle of Attack
Angle of Attack (Deg)
Figure E-103 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet D, Re Comparison - CJCD
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S5020. Winglet D. Reynolds Number Comparison













Figure E-104 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting,Winglet D, Re Comparison - CL vs. CD
S5020. Winglet E. Reynolds Number Comparison
Coefficient of Lift vs. Angle of Attack
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S5020. Winglet E. Reynolds Number Comparison
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Figure E-106 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet E, Re Comparison - CD
S5020. Winglet E. Reynolds Number Comparison
CL/Cp vs. Angle of Attack
Angle of Attack (Deg)
Figure E-107 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet E, Re Comparison - CJC_
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S5020. Winglet E. Reynolds Number Comparison

















Figure E-108 - S5020, MIZ, Angled Sting, Winglet E, Re Comparison
- CL vs. Cd
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